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Allegati n.7

OGGETTO: Regolamentazione comunitaria: nuovi regolamenti comunitari e
Paper SED della serie R, in materia di recupero di prestazioni
indebitamente erogate e di contributi, e H (orizzontali). Informativa
pervenuta dalle istituzioni tedesche - variazione iter procedurale in
materia di recupero di prestazioni indebite tramite compensazione
(articolo 72, paragrafi 1 e 2, del regolamento (CE) n. 987/2009).

 



SOMMARIO: Pubblicazione dei Paper SED della serie R, i nuovi formulari comunitari che
trovano applicazione in materia di recupero di prestazioni indebitamente
erogate e di contributi. Si trasmettono anche i Paper SED della serie H
(orizzontali) e, ad uso degli operatori del settore, tabelle di correlazione e
guide pratiche. Infine, si trasmette un’informativa pervenuta dalle istituzioni
tedesche con la quale viene comunicata la variazione dell’iter procedurale in
materia di recupero di prestazioni indebite tramite compensazione.
 
 

 

Premessa

 
Come noto, il 1° maggio 2010 sono entrati in vigore i nuovi regolamenti comunitari in materia
di sicurezza sociale, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30 ottobre
2009, ed in particolare:

il regolamento (CE) n. 987/2009 del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, del 16
settembre 2009, che stabilisce le modalità di applicazione del regolamento (CE) n.
883/2004 relativo al coordinamento dei sistemi di sicurezza sociale;
il regolamento (CE) n. 988/2009 del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, del 16
settembre 2009, che modifica il regolamento (CE) n. 883/2004 relativo al coordinamento
dei sistemi di sicurezza sociale.

 
Pertanto, l’Istituto ha pubblicato le seguenti circolari in materia di recupero di prestazioni
indebitamente erogate e di contributi:
1) Circolare n. 82 del 1° luglio 2010. Regolamento (CE) n. 883 del 29 aprile 2004, pubblicato
sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 200 del 7 giugno 2004, come modificato dal
regolamento  (CE) n. 988 del 16 settembre 2009, e regolamento di applicazione (CE) n.987 del
16 settembre 2009, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30 ottobre
2009, relativi al coordinamento dei sistemi nazionali di sicurezza sociale - disposizioni di
carattere generale.
 
2) Circolare n. 84 del 1° luglio 2010. Regolamento (CE) n. 883 del 29 aprile 2004, pubblicato
sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 200 del 7 giugno 2004, come modificato dal
regolamento  (CE) n. 988 del 16 settembre 2009, e regolamento di applicazione (CE) n.987 del
16 settembre 2009, pubblicati sulla Gazzetta Ufficiale dell’Unione europea L 284 del 30 ottobre
2009, relativi al coordinamento dei sistemi nazionali di sicurezza sociale - disposizioni in
materia di recupero di prestazioni indebitamente erogate e di contributi ed in materia di diritti
delle istituzioni degli Stati membri nei confronti di terzi responsabili.
 
3) Circolare n. 100 del 23 luglio 2010. Regolamentazione comunitaria: nuovi regolamenti e
pacchetti formativi.
 
4) Circolare n. 51 del 15 marzo 2011. Regolamentazione comunitaria: regolamento (UE) n.
1231 del 24 novembre 2010.
 
 

Passaggio dai formulari cartacei della serie E ai SED attraverso i Paper
SED

 



Come evidenziato dalle citate circolari, in base alle nuove disposizioni gli scambi di dati tra
istituzioni comunitarie non avverranno in futuro attraverso l’invio di formulari cartacei bensì
per via telematica con il sistema europeo EESSI (Electronic exchange social security
information o Scambio elettronico di informazioni in materia di  sicurezza sociale), attraverso
la compilazione automatizzata di specifici documenti elettronici strutturati (Structured
Electronic Documents o SEDs) trasmessi utilizzando la rete europea protetta denominata
sTESTA.
 
Per consentire un passaggio graduale dallo scambio di informazioni per via cartacea allo
scambio di informazioni per via telematica che possa soddisfare le esigenze organizzative delle
istituzioni degli Stati membri, è stato previsto un periodo transitorio di due anni, 1° maggio
2010 - 30 aprile 2012, di recente prorogato al 30 aprile 2014 con Decisione della Commissione
amministrativa n. E3 del 19 ottobre 2011, nel corso del quale i formulari cartacei di
collegamento della serie E attualmente in uso vengono sostituiti dai cosiddetti “Paper SEDs”,
formulari destinati ad un utilizzo temporaneo che costituiscono la versione cartacea dei futuri
SED.
 
Con la presente circolare vengono pubblicati, in formato compilabile, i Paper SED della serie R,
che le Sedi dovranno utilizzare in materia di  recupero di prestazioni indebitamente erogate e
di contributi, e i Paper SED della serie H, comuni a tutti i settori della sicurezza sociale. 
 
Si precisa al riguardo che, in applicazione dell’articolo 75, paragrafo 3, del regolamento  (CE)
n. 987/2009, gli organismi comunitari hanno fissato una soglia minima degli importi, pari a
Euro 350, per i quali può essere presentata una domanda di recupero. Tale soglia è derogabile
in presenza di uno specifico accordo tra istituzioni.
 
Tali formulari sono disponibili nella CARTELLA UE del sito FTP ad uso degli operatori
dell’Istituto.
 
Negli allegati 1, 2, 3 e 4 sono contenute, onde agevolare gli operatori del settore, le cosiddette
“Tabelle di correlazione” (in inglese e italiano), predisposte dai competenti organismi
comunitari con l’indicazione per ogni Paper SED della funzione e delle norme di riferimento.
 
Negli allegati 5 e 6 sono contenute, sempre al fine suddetto, importanti “Guide pratiche”, sia
pure ad oggi rese disponibili solo in inglese dagli organismi comunitari.
 
Si ricorda, altresì, agli operatori che, come specificato dalla Decisione della Commissione
Amministrativa n. E1 del 12 giugno 2009, durante il  periodo transitorio i principi guida devono
essere la collaborazione tra istituzioni, il pragmatismo e la flessibilità, essendo di primaria
importanza garantire una transizione che non danneggi chi eserciti i propri diritti nell'ambito
della nuova normativa. Pertanto, durante il citato periodo è stato raccomandato di accettare
qualsiasi documento, anche se di formato, contenuto o struttura obsoleti. In caso di dubbi
relativi ai diritti di un cittadino, le istituzioni sono tenute a relazionarsi nel rispetto del principio
della reciproca collaborazione e della buona amministrazione.
 
Si sottolinea chela Commissione Amministrativaa Bruxelles, oltre ad aver eliminato,
ridenominato e aggiunto alcuni Paper SED nel corso dei lavori preparatori, ha fatto presente
che la versione attuale degli stessi, a causa delle inesattezze, anche linguistiche, e delle
carenze, anche contenutistiche, presenti, sarà oggetto di ulteriori revisioni nel corso del 2012
(che interesseranno anche tabelle di correlazione e guide pratiche), alcune delle quali già
apportate alla versione pubblicata con la presente circolare.
 
In particolare, rispetto a quanto comunicato nelle circolari indicate in premessa sono state già
effettuate le seguenti variazioni:

la dichiarazione di cui al punto 10 del Paper SED R017 è stata spostata al punto 3 dello
stesso Paper SED (vedi punto 2.3 della circolare n. 84 del 1° luglio 2010);

ftp://ftp.inps/Direzione_Generale/CI/UE/


è stato introdotto il Paper SED R036 (Comunicazione di informazioni supplementari), in
applicazione degli articoli 78, 80, 81, 82, 83 e 84 del regolamento (CE) n. 987/2009.

 
Con l’occasione si trasmette, infine, un’informativa (allegato 7) pervenuta dalle istituzioni
tedesche con la quale viene comunicata la variazione dell’iter procedurale in materia di
recupero di prestazioni indebite tramite compensazione (articolo 72, paragrafi 1 e 2, del
regolamento (CE) n. 987/2009).
 
 
 Il Direttore Generale  
 Nori  
 



Sono presenti i seguenti allegati: 
 
Allegato N.1 
Allegato N.2 
Allegato N.3 
Allegato N.4 
Allegato N.5 
Allegato N.6 
Allegato N.7 
 
 

Cliccare sull'icona "ALLEGATI"  per visualizzarli.
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		SETTORE		BUSINESS FLOW (BF)- FLUSSI DI LAVORO 
NUMERO + NOME		SED
NUMERO + NOME		ARTICOLO NEL REG. 883/04		ARTICOLO NEL REGOLAMENTO DI APPLICAZIONE		FORMULARI EQUIVALENTI DELLA SERIE E-		DESCRIZIONE DEI
FLUSSI DI LAVORO (BF)
(significato + funzione)		NOTE SUI SED

		H		F-H001 Scambio di informazioni (ulteriori)		H001 - Richiesta informazioni/ulteriori informazioni		76				E 001		Questo SED viene utilizzato nel caso in cui un'istituzione necessiti di maggiori informazioni o comunichi informazioni supplementari relative ad un cambiamento delle condizioni dell'interessato che potrebbe incidere sul suo diritto alla prestazione o sull'importo della prestazione. E' utilizzato per comunicare ogni informazione utile riguardo il caso o l'evento. Inoltre il SED può essere utilizzato come sollecito di una richiesta di informazioni che non sono contenute nei SED di settore.		Il SED viene utilizzato quando siano necessarie o debbano essere comunicate maggiori informazioni. Può avere la funzione di sollecito.				Scambio di informazioni (supplementari)

		H		F-H001 Scambio di informazioni (ulteriori)		H002 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni		76				E 001		Risposta alla richiesta di informazioni inviata con l'H001.		Il SED è utilizzato per inviare una risposta all'H001.

		H		F- H 002 Determinazione della residenza: contestazione di una decisione già presa sulla residenza o Risposta alla proposta effettuata con l'F-H003		H004 - Risposta a proposta sullo Stato di residenza/Contestazione della decisione sullo Stato di residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato A è in disaccordo con una decisione sullo Stato di residenza che è già stata presa in un altro settore o risponde ad una nuova proposta sullo Stato di residenza fatta dallo Stato B nel flusso F - H003.		Può essere inviato solo quando la residenza sia già stata determinata o proposta (nel flusso F - H003 dal SED H004 contenente una nuova proposta, o in un flusso di settore).				Determinazione della residenza

		H		F- H 003 Determinazione della residenza: Notifica di residenza o Nuova proposta dello Stato di residenza in situazioni di disaccordo		H003 - Proposta/notifica Stato di residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato A con l'H003 propone  lo Stato di residenza o notifica lo Stato di residenza già determinato.		Questa è una nuova proposta sullo Stato di residenza o una notifica fatta dallo Stato A con l'H003, che dovrebbe essere seguito dalla risposta data dallo Stato B con il SED H004 nel caso di una proposta.

		H		F - H003 Determinazione della residenza:Risposta alla proposta sullo Stato di residenza con una proposta supplementare o disaccordo con notifica o proposta sullo Stato di residenza		H004 - Risposta a proposta sullo Stato di residenza/Contestazione della decisione sullo Stato di residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato B risponde all'H003 inviato dallo Stato A con l'H004.		Questa è la risposta dello Stato B alla proposta sullo Stato di residenza o alla notifica fatta dallo Stato A con l'H003. Lo Stato A può ulteriormente rispondere a questo H004 con un altro H004 (F-H002) accettando la proposta, o rigettandola e facendo una nuova proposta, o rigettandola  e avviando un dialogo e una procedura di conciliazione.

		H		F-H004 Scambio di informazioni sulla residenza		H005 - Richiesta informazioni sulla residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato A richiede informazioni con l'H005 per poter essere in grado di determinare (o verificare) la residenza. Nello stesso tempo lo Stato A dà informazioni di cui è in possesso concernenti la residenza. Lo Stato B risponde con l'H006.		Questo flusso può essere utilizzato specialmente quando sono necessarie informazioni supplementari prima di utilizzare i flussi F-H002 o F-H003, ma anche in connessione con i flussi di settore dove la residenza è rilevante.

		H		F-H004 Scambio di informazioni sulla residenza		H006 - Risposta a richiesta informazioni sulla residenza				11,  20				Lo Stato B risponde con l'H006 e fornisce i dati richiesti o spiega perché non è in grado di trasmettere tali dati		Questo flusso può essere utilizzato specialmente per evitare contestazioni o per trovare una soluzione a seguito di una contestazione già comunicata.

		H		F-H005 Rimborso dei controlli medici		H020 - Richiesta di rimborso - controlli amministrativi/esame medico				87		E 125 o E 001		L'Istituzione creditrice invia una richiesta di rimborso per controlli amministrativi o esami medici all'istituzione debitrice.		Il SED deve essere inviato solo dopo aver inviato i SED di settore (richiesta per il  rimborso del controllo amministrativo o esame medico che è stato eseguito). I SED di settore sono relativi all'esame effettivo.				Rimborso di controlli amministrativi/esame medico

		H		F-H005 Rimborso di controlli medici		H021 - Risposta a richiesta di rimborso - controlli amministrativi/esame medico				87		E 125 o E 001		L'istituzione debitrice fornisce informazioni all'istituzione creditrice sulla definizione della domanda di rimborso del controllo amministrativo o esame medico.		Il SED è successivo al SED H020. Se sono necessarie maggiori informazioni allora può essere utilizzato l'F-H001.

		H		F-H006 Domanda di prestazioni in caso di morte		H030 - Domanda di prestazioni in caso di morte		42.43		42		E 124		L'istituzione diversa dall'istituzione competente provvede a fornire all'istituzione competente (destinataria) le informazioni necessarie per trattare la domanda di prestazioni in caso di morte.		Questo SED contiene uno specifico insieme di dati, necessari all'istituzione destinataria per poter trattare la domanda di prestazioni in caso di morte.				Domanda di prestazione in caso di morte

		H		F-H007
Richiesta di prestazione di prepensionamento		H 040 - Richiesta di prestazione di prepensionamento		3 (1) (i),  66						L'istituzione diversa dall'istituzione competente provvede a fornire all'istituzione competente (destinataria) le informazioni necessarie per trattare la domanda di prestazione di prepensionamento.		Questo SED contiene uno specifico insieme di dati, necessari all'istituzione destinataria per poter trattare la domanda di prestazione di prepensionamento.				Richiesta di prestazione di prepensionamento

		H		F-H003
 Person Identification		H064 Reply to request for Additional Information				2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		MSB replies to the request.		The Sed is used for answering on H063.

		H		F-H008
 Identificazione dell'interessato		H061 - Invio del numero di identificazione personale		PREDISPOSIZIONE IN CORSO		2 (2),
52 (1)		E501		L'interessato che si sposta dallo Stato Membro A allo Stato Membro B,  diviene soggetto alla legislazione applicabile nello SM B. L'istituzione dello SM B invia all'istituzione dello SM A l'insieme minimo dei dati di identificazione.		Il SED può includere i PIN sia dello SM A che quello dello SM B.				Identificazione

		H		F-H008
 Identificazione dell'interessato		H062 - Conferma del numero di identificazione personale		PREDISPOSIZIONE IN CORSO		2 (2),
52 (1)		E502		Lo SM A risponde  confermando il PIN, corregendolo, o informando che l'identificazione non è stata possibile. Se l'SM A non è il primo Stato Membro cui è stato assegnato il PIN, lo SM A lo indica anche nel SED.		Se l'identificazione è riuscita con successo, il SED deve contenere i PIN dei due SM A e B in più, possibilmente, il PIN del primo SM in cui il PIN è stato assegnato.

		H		F-H008
 Identificazione dell'interessato		H063 - Richiesta di ulteriori informazioni sull'identificazione		PREDISPOSIZIONE IN CORSO		2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		Lo SM A può chiedere informazioni supplementari necessarie all'identificazione.		Il SED è utilizzato quando sono necessarie ulteriori informazioni sul PIN o come sollecito.

		H		F-H008
 Identificazione dell'interessato		H064 - Risposta alla richiesta di ulteriori informazioni sull'identificazione		PREDISPOSIZIONE IN CORSO		2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		L'SM B risponde alla richiesta di informazioni sull'identificazione.		Il SED è utilizzato per rispondere all'H063.

		H		F-H009 Trasmissione di domanda/documenti/informazioni		H065 - Trasmissione domanda/documenti/informazioni				2 (3) (4)				Questo SED deve essere utilizzato nel caso in cui l'interessato abbia presentato erroneamente domanda/documenti/informazioni ad una Istituzione nel territorio di uno Stato Membro diverso da quello in cui è ubicata l'istituzione designata conformemente al Regolamento 987/2009.		Il SED è facoltativo, da inviare solo se necessario. Può anche essere inviato all'organismo di collegamento dello Stato Membro di destinazione, se l'istituzione designata non è nota. Il SED contiene un insieme specifico di dati, indispensabile all'istituzione destinataria per trattare la domanda/i documenti/le informazioni trasmessi secondo la sua competenza. Possibilità di allegare documenti/informazioni e domanda per vari tipi di prestazioni.				Trasmissione di domanda/documenti/informazioni

		H		F - H009 Trasmissione di domanda/documenti/informazioni		H066 - Risposta a trasmissione domanda/documenti/informazioni				2 (3) (4)				Risposta alla trasmissione della domanda/documento/informazioni, inviata con il SED H065.		Il SED deve essere inviato solo come risposta al SED H065. E' obbligatorio rispondere.
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HOW TO USE THE GUIDELINES

The overall aim of the Guidelines is to provide staff and institutions with general information and guidance concerning the use and completion of the SEDs, in paper or electronic environment. 


While not being exhaustive, the Guidelines form nevertheless a comprehensive foundation on which social security institutions from Member States will be able to base any more detailed instructions they wish to prepare for their staff. 


Each SED is accompanied by a corresponding "Explanatory notes" document, where the main terms used in the SED are explained and instructions for the type of information required are provided. Therefore the guidelines are not to be seen as an exhaustive manual for the completion of the SEDs but only as an additional instrument providing guidance and further information on the completion of certain ”tricky points” from the SEDs. 


In the Guidelines, the use of each Flow and SED is first explained in general terms. By reading this general description, one will be able to acquire an overall picture of the use of each flow and each SED within each flow. 


Following the description of the Flow, there is a short description of each SED. 


These guidelines do not provide an official interpretation of the provisions of the social security regulations (Regulation (EC) no 883/2004 and Regulation (EC) no 987/2009) and any examples of business cases included herewith are solely intended to illustrate the use of the SEDs in certain situations.  

The Guidelines also contain a section briefly describing the Horizontal SEDs, which the users of the current guidelines may have to use for obtaining or providing certain types of information. For detailed guidance on the use and completion of the Horizontal SEDs, reference should be made to the "Horizontal SEDs and Flows Guidelines". 


A short glossary of generic terms has also been included in these guidelines. 


NOTE: The current guidelines refer to the first version of the SEDs and flows, as approved by the Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems on the 5th of October 2010. The authorised versions of the paper SEDs to be used during the transitional period are available on the European Commission website in the following location: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=868. 


TERMS USED IN THE GUIDELINES

Applicant Institution

The terms applicant institution and requested institution are used in BFs 5 to 9 inclusive.  The “Applicant Institution” is the institution that sends the request (and any further information required).  The arrow above each SED in the guidelines shows the movement of the SED between the applicant and requested institutions.


Creditor Institution

The final text of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 no longer uses the terms “Creditor and Debtor Institution”; nevertheless we have maintained this notion to make the text easier to read for BFs 1 to 4.  The arrow above each SED in the guidelines shows the movement of the SED between the creditor and debtor institutions.


Debtor Institution

The final text of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 no longer uses the terms “Debtor and Creditor Institution”; nevertheless we have maintained this notion to make the text easier to read for BFs 1 to 4.  The arrow above each SED in the guidelines shows the movement of the SED between the creditor and debtor institutions.

Point

A sub-section heading may be followed by a number of points.  For example the sub-section heading about providing the PIN of the person is followed by two points: first: the PIN in the sending institution and second: the PIN in the receiving institution.  

Requested Institution

The terms requested institution and applicant institution are used in BFs 5 to 9 inclusive.  The “Requested Institution” is the institution that has been asked to take action.  The arrow above each SED in the guidelines shows the movement of the SED between the applicant and requested institutions.


Scenario

This sets out the most likely situation in which the SEDs will be used.


NOTE: The logic behind the defined flows is to allow, in certain cases, the same SED to be used more than one time in the same flow. Such a solution requires that a suffix (e.g. A, B, C) is added to the SED. At the moment there are no suffixes inserted in the flow definitions but this issue will be addressed in the SEDs review process.

BF – RECOV No. 1  Off-setting of payments in excess with payments of another Member State under Article 72 (1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009

Overview


This BF concerns benefits received unduly.  It allows an institution of one Member State to request another Member State to deduct the undue amount from arrears and/or on-going payments due to the customer.


Tip: The need to request off-set may also derive from the application of Article 37(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.


There are parallels with BF2, which provides offset from pension arrears. But Article 72(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 is only for pension institutions; all other sectors, including the pension sector (when the request for off-set is not based on Article 72(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009), have to request off-set via Article 72(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.


SEDs of BF – RECOV No. 1


There are four SEDs of the R-series in BF 1:

· R001 (Request for deductions from arrears and /or ongoing payments), 


· R002 (Reply to request for deductions from arrears and/or ongoing payments) and 


· R003 (Decision on deduction) 


· R004 (Notification of payment)


Procedure of BF – RECOV No. 1

Scenario 1


· A person receives benefits in one Member State and claims for another benefit in his own country and also / or in another Member State. 


For example, somebody is receiving unemployment benefit in Germany and claims for old-age pension in Germany and Austria. In accordance with German legislation the German employment office can claim for compensation from arrears as soon as the pension decision(s) has been taken and the unemployment benefit has been overpaid for a period, because the person receives an old-age pension for the same period. In these cases the German unemployment office has to send its request for compensation to the German pension institution, and also its request for off-setting based on Article 72(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 to the Austrian pension institution. 


In this kind of case it is important, that off-setting based on compensation is legal in both Member States involved.


Example: In the Czech Republic there’s no national legislation for that kind of compensation between Social Security institutions. Because of this no requests sent to institutions in the Czech Republic for off-setting based on compensation will be successful.


Scenario 2


· An institution realises that it paid too much benefit to a person because of an administrative mistake or based on wrong information received from the person. If the national legislation of this Member state allows off-setting from another ongoing national benefit, the institution can send a request for off-setting from ongoing payments based on Article 72(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 to an institution in another Member State, if the person receives a benefit from that institution. 


Example: 


A person received unduly a benefit in one Member State, because the benefit calculation was based on wrong details. When the error is found the person no longer receives the benefit and the responsible institution has to deal with an overpayment.


Where the person receives a benefit from another Member State, the institution that has the overpayment can send a request for off-set to the responsible institution in the other Member State, if off-setting under its national legislation is legal.


The conditions and limits under the legislation of both Member States concerned need to be examined in the above scenarios.  Before sending the request the sending institution must have checked its national legislation, otherwise it can’t send the request.  The receiving institution must check its national legislation as soon as it receives the request.  There’s no need to exchange detailed information about the conditions and limits between the two institutions in general.

Tip: To obtain or provide in a specific case necessary additional information/ data not covered by R-SEDs, it is possible to use horizontal SEDs (H001-H002).


If off-setting is not legal / not possible, the applicant institution may choose to try to recover the amount due under BF7.

Trigger: An institution finds out that it has overpaid benefits in the past and an institution of another Member State pays benefits (or a claim to benefits is in progress)

Creditor (Applicant) Institution


Debtor (Requested) Institution 




SED R001 Request for deductions from arrears and /or ongoing payments – Provisional request (the overpaid amount is not mandatory at this stage of BF)




SED R002 Reply to request for deductions from arrears and/or ongoing payments - Answer to a provisional request




SED R001 Request for deductions from arrears and /or ongoing payments – Final request which contains the amount of overpaid benefit



SED R002 Reply to request for deductions from arrears and/or ongoing payments 



SED R003 Decision on deduction 



SED R004 Notification of payment


SED R001: ‘Request for deductions from arrears and/or ongoing payments’

Purpose of the SED R001:

This SED starts the BF.  It is the request for off-set. The SED can be used as a provisional or final request.


· Provisional request: It should be used as provisional request whenever the sending institution wants to block arrears from a claimed but not yet paid benefit in another Member State and/or when the institution needs information about the regular amount of the benefit that is paid by the other institution (i.e. to calculate the amount of the overpayment).  In these cases not all data needs to be provided by the sending institution, because a final request will follow. 


· Final request: When the SED is used as final request then all mandatory data must be given.


Section 1. Case numbers:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory - insert your case number.  The case number you provide will be used by the requested institution when it replies.


Section 2. Person:

· Points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


· Other information in item 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional. If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1.  If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2. If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 


Section 4. Provisional request:


As already mentioned before, the R001 can be used as a provisional or final request. If the request is provisional tick: “yes”. If not tick: “no”. 
If the R001 is just a provisional request, you just need to provide information in section 5, but no further information. 


If the R001 is a final request, then you have to provide all mandatory data in the following sections.


Section 5. Benefits received unduly:

In this section you have to tick the benefit that was received unduly by the person from your institution. If you tick point 5.1 the last option: “Other benefit”, then please provide in point 5.2 the kind of benefit.


Section 6. Overpayment period:

· Points 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 of this section are mandatory, because here you need to give the start and end date of the overpayment.


· In point 6.2.1 you can provide the date of your national administration decision that you started the overpayment.  If you don’t have a decision, then you can’t provide any information.


· Please make sure that you tick one of the options in point 6.3, because this can be very important for the receiving institution when they check your request under their national legislation.


· If you tick in point 6.3 the last option: “Other”, then please provide in point 6.4 the reason for your overpayment.

Section 7. Payment amount:

· Point 7.1 you need to provide the whole overpaid amount.  This is the amount that you want the institution in the other Member State to deduct from the benefit.


Tip for point 7.2 (currency):


In order to make deductions from arrears/ on-going payments the receiving institution is to use the exchange rate published by the European Central Bank (on the day that the applicant institution sent the final R001) to convert the amount from the national currency of the applicant authority to its national currency. (See Decision H3, point 6 of 15 October 2009, Official Journal of EU, C 105/56 of 24. April 2010.)


· The whole amount is the sum of a series of single benefits that have been paid unduly.  In point 7.3 you need to provide detailed information about the overpaid amount per unit.  In points 7.3.1 to 7.3.2.3 you inform the other institution about the unduly received amount and any changes (see example below). 


For example: 


Your whole overpayment is 1500 EUR; the overpayment period (section 6) is the period from 01.01.2009 - 31.12.2009. 


Your overpaid benefit was 100 EUR per month from 01.01.2009 - 30.06.2009, from 01.07.2009 - 31.12.2009 it was 150 EUR per month. The amount changed due to an adjustment of the benefit on 1 July2009.


Point 7.3 is repeatable, so that you can provide your detailed information for the period 01.01.2009 - 30.06.2009, and also for the period 01.07.2009 - 31.12.2009.


In point 7.3.1 you need to add the first date (01.01.2009).  In point 7.3.2.1 you need to tick the periodic unity (per month).  In point 7.3.2.2 “number of periodic units” you need to tick “6”, because the amount of 100 EUR/month was paid for 6 month. And in item 6.3.2.3 you need to mention the single amount per unit (100 EUR). 


For the next period (01.07.2009 - 31.12.2009) cut and paste the section and start again with point 7.3.1 (01.07.2009) and continue providing all mentioned data. 


By providing this information it is obvious to the receiving institution that your overpayment is based on 100 EUR x 6 and 150 EUR x 6. 


This detail can be important, if the receiving institution needs to compare its single benefit amount with your single overpaid amount.  If the benefit of the receiving institution was 110 EUR per month and under its national legislation the ceiling for deduction was the amount of its own benefit, the receiving institution could deduct 100 EUR for the period 01.01.2009-30.06.2009, but could only off-set 110 EUR for the period 01.072009-31.12.2009. 


The receiving institution in the example could only offer 1260 EUR (6x100 EUR + 6x 110 EUR) for off-setting because of its national legislation. 


Section 8. Benefit deduction:


In this section and sections 9 and 10 you provide some general information about your national legislation.


· Point 8.1 is mandatory, because you need to provide information, if under you national legislation off-set with other benefits is legal. You need to tick the benefit(s) that is/are possible.


If you know the kind of benefit that is paid by the other institution (for example “old-age pension”), then it is sufficient to tick that benefit only.  By receiving this information the other institution knows, that under your national legislation off-setting from the mentioned benefit is legal.


Section 9. Deduction from arrears possible:

If you look at Article 72(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 you see, that off-set is possible from arrears and ongoing-payments.  Off-set must be legal in both Member States involved. 


So here it is mandatory to provide information, on whether off-set under your national legislation from arrears is legal or not.  You have to state that by ticking: “yes” or “no”.


Section 10. Deduction from ongoing payments:

Based on Article 72(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 off-set is possible from arrears (see section 9) and ongoing payments.  

· In point 10.1 you provide general information, about whether off-set from ongoing payments is legal under your legislation.  

· In points 10.2 - 10.2.3 you provide more specific data about the possible amount that would be deductible under your legislation.

Section 11. Additional information:

In this free-text box you can provide extra information about your request.


Section 12. Bank details:

In this section you provide details about the account in your institution to which the money from the off-set should be transferred. Points 12.2 (BIC), 12.4 (IBAN) and 12.5 (payment reference) are mandatory. The payment reference is the reference that the requested institution will use when it transfers the money off-set to your bank account.


SED R002: ‘Reply to request for deductions from arrears and/or ongoing payments’

Purpose of the SED R002:

It is the reply to the R001.  Like R001 it has a double function.  It can be used as an answer to a provisional request to provide information about the benefit that is paid by the requested institution (see section 4).  Or if the requesting institution has sent a final R001 the R002 is the final reply to inform the requesting institution whether off-set is possible and about the amount that is deductible from the benefit paid by the requested institution.


Section 1. Case number:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory - insert your case number.  

· Point 1.2 add the case number of the receiving institution, because this will help the other institution to identify the case.  Their case number was provided in the R001, in point 1.1.


Section 2. Person:

· Points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


Other information in points 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional.  If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1.  If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2.  If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 


Section 3. Type of benefit:

This section is mandatory and you need to state what kind of benefit is paid by your institution.


If you tick: “other benefit”, you need to describe the kind of benefit in point 3.2.


Section 4. Answer to a provisional request:

If R001 was a provisional request (see R001, section 4), R002 is used to inform the requesting institution about the benefit and the amount of the benefit that is paid by your institution (in case of a claim in progress - R002 should not be sent before the decision on the benefit is made).  With that information the requesting institution in the other Member State will be able to send its final request for off-set with a second R001. 


· Point 4.1 is mandatory, so you need to tick “yes” or “no”.  If you state: “yes”, then you must provide further details in items 4.2 and 4.3. 


· In point 4.2 you just need to state the start date of your benefit.  This information will help the other institution to consider their overpayment period. 


· In sub-section 4.3 you inform the institution in the other Member State about the amount of benefit that you pay to the customer.  Sub-section 4.3. is repeatable, because if the amount of your benefit changes (for example due to an adjustment), you need to state it. 


· In point 4.3.1 you tell the other institution about your regular payment frequency and 

· in point 4.3.2 the number of your payments (for example ‘12’ for monthly deductions lasting one year).  

· In points 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 you mention the amount of your regular benefit (for example - the monthly rate) and your currency. 


Section 5. Deduction possible from:

This section is mandatory, because here you need to state whether off-set is possible from arrears and/or ongoing-payments.  You should tick the option(s) that you will use for off-setting.

Where points 5.1 and 5.2 are ticked “no” - off-set will not be possible and the applicant institution may choose to try to recover the amount due under BF7.

Section 6. Deduction from arrears:

If you ticked in section 5, point 5.1 “yes”, then under your national legislation it is possible to deduct the overpayment (or parts of it) from the arrears of your benefit. 


· In points 6.1 and 6.2 you need to state the whole amount (including the currency) that is deductible from arrears of your benefit. 


· If the overpayment can be deducted completely from your arrears, then tick “yes” in point 6.3. No further information needs to be provided.


· If you can’t deduct the whole amount from the arrears, then tick “no” and provide more details in item 6.4.  Point 6.4 is repeatable (because the amount of your benefit could vary); so that you can give detailed information about what amount can be deducted from your benefit. By giving this information the institution in the other Member State can understand, why the overpayment can’t be deducted completely from the arrears.  This information is required by the applicant institution before it sends its acceptance (R003).


Section 7. Deduction from ongoing-payments:

If you ticked in section 5, item 5.2 “yes”, then under your national legislation it is possible to offer a deduction from ongoing payments of your benefit.  

· In points 7.1 to 7.4 you give detailed information about the amount that can be deducted from your ongoing payment(s). By providing this information the institution in the other Member State knows, how much money you can offer for off-set from your ongoing payment(s).  This information will be necessary for the applicant institution before it sends its acceptance (R003).


SED R003: ‘Decision on deduction’

Purpose of the SED R003:

It is to notify the decision of the applicant institution (that sent the R001) on whether they accept the offered deduction (provided by R002) from the requested institution.  You need to send R003, if either point 5.1 or point 5.2 or both in R002 are ticked “Yes”.


If the requested institution stated in R002 that off-set is not possible, the BF has come to an end, because no further action based on Article 72(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 is possible.  You may send R003 to state you acceptance, but this is not mandatory.

Section 1. Case number:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory - insert your case number. 

· Point 1.2 add the case number of the receiving institution, because this will help to identify the case in the other institution.  That case number was provided in R002, point 1.1.


Section 2. Person:

All items in points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


Other information in item 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional. If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1.  If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2.  If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 


Section 3. Acceptance:

This section is mandatory and the sending institution has to tick, whether they accept the offered deduction from arrears and/or ongoing-payments.


· If you tick “yes” in point 3.1 and/or 3.2, you accept the offer of the requested institution.  The requested party will finally send R004 (Notification of payment to the account given in SED R001) and BF 1 has come to an end.


· If you tick “no”, then you won’t accept the offer of the other institution.  You have the option to give your comments in point 3.3.  It might be the best solution in cases of non-acceptance to get in touch with the institution in the other Member State outside EESSI, because maybe the two involved institution can find a solution for the particular case outside the standard-options.  If they find a solution for off-set, the requested institution will finally send R004 (Notification of payment to the account given in SED R001). 


In case of non-acceptance and when no sufficient amount for off-set will be possible, the applicant institution may choose to try to recover the amount due under BF7.

SED R004: Notification of payment 


Purpose of the SED R004: 

It is not a request nor an answer sent to another institution. Its purpose is to notify another institution about a payment made following offsetting action. When you send the R004 the payment should have been transferred. 

Using SED R004 usually ends the proceedings in the R-series of business flows, unless it is used to notify one of a series of payments. 

If having received the R004 the receiving institution requires further clarification (for example because there is a discrepancy between the amounts due and amount paid) this is to be made using the horizontal SEDs H001-H002 within a separate H BF.

The guidelines below concern parts of the SED R004 that require further clarification or have not been explained in the Explanatory note.

Section 2. Reason for payment: 

This section is mandatory. Tick "offset of overpaid benefits" for payments under:

a) Article 72(1) of Regulation No 987/2009, or

b) Article 37(2) of Regulation No 987/2009.

Section 3. Person concerned: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the box for: “person”.  "Person" refers to: an insured individual, an employee, unemployed individual or the beneficiary of a self-employed debtor. 

· Fill in sub-section 3.2.

· Point 3.2.1.4 the sex of the person is to be marked "unknown" where the institution does not have this information.

· Point 3.2.2.1 nationality is also to be completed for persons.

Section 4. Details of payment 

Section 4 is a repeatable field.  You can cut and paste the section to include more that one payment for the person made to the institution requesting the payment.

· Point 4.1.2 is mandatory. “Amount” is the total amount that was transferred (principal amount, interest, together with any other sums).

· Point 4.1.2.2 “Currency” means the currency in which the amount has been transferred.

· Point 4.1.3 first bullet point – “Payment in Full” -  please tick if it concerns a single payment which covers the total due

· Point 4.1.3 second bullet point – “Instalment” – please tick if the payment is a part payment from arrears or to indicate deductions from ongoing payments of benefits under Article 72 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 

· Point 4.1.3 third bullet point “Final Instalment” - please tick if the payment is the final payment in series of payments. Also tick this box to indicate the last deduction from ongoing payment of benefits.

· Point 4.2 is mandatory. “Payment reference number of the applicant Institution” means the number for payment provided by the creditor or applicant institution on the SED requesting payment. This number is required to ensure that the payment can be correctly allocated by the applicant institution.

Section 5. Additional information:

The purpose of this section is to provide any further useful information. This could be used to indicate that the payment is a part payment or further payments can no longer be made.

BF – RECOV No. 2  Off-setting overpayments with arrears under Article. 72 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009

Overview 


BF 2 applies to 


· offsetting of pension arrears which are payable in one member state 


· to cover unduly paid pension benefits which a person received from an institution of another member state 


resulting from awarding or reviewing of pension benefits.


It allows the pension institution of one member state which has overpaid pension benefit to request the pension institution of the other member state to offset the overpaid pension from pension arrears due to the customer.


There are parallels with BF 1, which provides offset from arrears as well as deduction from ongoing payments regardless of the branch of social security under which the benefit is paid. 


The main difference between BF 1 and BF 2 is that the procedure under BF 2 doesn’t cover deduction from any ongoing payments. That means that when one institution has overpaid a pension benefit and an institution in the other member state has pension arrears the offset of the available pension arrears has to be administrated under BF 2. For all other cases of offset of arrears (e.g. sickness benefits, etc.) or deduction from ongoing payments SEDs of BF 1 must be used.


Please note:


Under Article 72 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 there is no limitation for offsetting of pension arrears with respect to the conditions and limits of national legislation of both concerned member states. 


Under Article 72 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 there is a time limit of 2 months for communicating the undue sum.


SEDs of BF – RECOV No. 2

There are three SEDs of R-Series in BF 2:


· R005 (Request for arrears)


· R006 (Reply to arrears)


· R004 (Notification of payments) – for further information on R004 please see guideline for R004


Tip: To obtain in a specific case additional necessary information/ data not covered by R-SEDs, it is possible to use horizontal SEDs (H001-H002).

Procedure of BF – RECOV No. 2


Trigger: 


An institution finds out that it has overpaid pension benefits in the past and the institution of another Member State might have pension arrears (or a claim to pension benefits is in progress)


Option 1: Provisional request for arrears - Creditor Institution doesn’t have concrete details about the overpayment amount when sending the R005.  However the Debtor Institution will know whether it has any arrears and the amount when sending the R006.

Creditor (Applicant) Institution


Debtor (Requested) Institution 




SED R005 - Request for arrears – Provisional request



SED R006 – Reply to arrears – Answer to provisional request



SED R005 – Request for arrears - Final request; if the BF was initiated by a provisional request.  The final request with information on the overpaid amount has to be sent within 2 months after the R006.



SED R004 - Notification of payments

With Notification of payment the BF is closed.

Option 2: Final request for arrears - Creditor Institution already has all the required information about the overpayment (especially the overpaid amount) when sending the R005


Creditor (Applicant) Institution


Debtor (Requested) Institution 



SED R005 - Request for arrears 

Option 2 to initiate the BF – final request:




SED R006 – Reply to arrears 



SED R004 - Notification of payments

With Notification of payment the BF is closed.

SED R005: ‘Request for arrears’


Purpose of the SED R005:


The SED R005 is the request for off-set of pension arrears and this SED starts the BF. The SED can be used as a provisional or final request.


· Provisional request: It should be used as provisional request whenever the sending institution wants to block arrears from a claimed but not yet paid pension benefit in another Member State and/or when the institution needs information about the regular amount of the benefit that is paid by the other institution (e.g. to calculate the amount of the overpayment).  In these cases not all the data needs to be provided by the sending institution, because a final request will follow. 

· Final request: When the SED is used as final request then all the mandatory data must be given.


Section 1. Case numbers:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory - insert your case number.  The case number you provide will be used by the requested institution when it replies.

· Point 1.2 is not mandatory but if known please insert the case number of the receiving institution.

Section 2. Person:


· Points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


Other information in points 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional. If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1.  If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2. If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 

Section 3. Person’s Address:

Mandatory


Section 4. Provisional request:


As already mentioned before, the R005 can be used as a provisional or final request. If the request is provisional tick: “yes”, if not tick “no”. 
If the R005 is just a provisional request, just provide information in section 5, but no further information. 


If the R005 is a final request, then you have to provide all mandatory data in the following sections.


Section 5. Type of benefit which has been overpaid:

This is a mandatory section no matter if it is a provisional or a final request. Please note that only pension benefits can be chosen.


Section 6. Overpayment period:

· Points 6.1 and 6.2 are not mandatory but complete the points if you have that information.


Please note that the overpayment period and the arrears period in R006 may differ. But this fact has no consequences on the off-setting procedure because limitations imposed by national legislation do not apply under Article 72 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.


For example:


Situation:


The overpayment period goes from 01.06.2010 to 30.09.2010 and the whole overpayment amount is 1000 EUR (4 x 250 EUR per month).


The arrears period goes from 01.08.2009 to 30.09.2010 and the whole arrears amount is 1000 EUR (2 x 500 EUR per month)


Solution:


Offsetting is possible for the whole overpayment amount (= 1000 EUR) independent of the deviant periods of overpayment and arrears because limitations under national legislation do not apply under Article 72 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.


Section 7. Overpayment amount: 


· Points 7.1 and 7.2 are mandatory if it is a final request. Please note that you only have to consider the whole overpayment amount and the whole arrears amount. You do not need to consider the monthly amount nor compare month by month because limitations under national legislation do not apply under Article 72 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.


For example:


Situation:


The whole overpayment amount is 1000 EUR (4 x 250 EUR per month).


The whole arrears amount is 1000 EUR (5 x 200 EUR per month).


Solution:


Offsetting is possible for the whole overpayment amount (= 1000 EUR) independent of the deviant monthly amounts of overpayment and arrears because limitations under national legislation do not apply under Article 72 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.


Section 8. Bank details:


In this section you provide details about the account in your institution to which the money from the off-set should be transferred. Points 12.2 (BIC), 12.4 (IBAN) and 12.5 (payment reference) are mandatory; the payment reference is the reference that the requested institution will use when it transfers the money off-set to your bank account.


SED R006: ‘Reply to arrears’

Purpose of the SED R006:


The R006 is the reply to the R005.  It can be used as an answer to a provisional request or to a final request.


Section 1. Case number:


· Points 1.1 and 1.2 are mandatory - insert all case numbers. 

Section 2. Person:

· Points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


Other information in points 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional.  If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1.  If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2.  If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 


Section 3. Information that there are arrears:

This section is mandatory and you need to tick “Yes” or “No”. If “No” is ticked you don’t need to provide further information and the BF is closed.


Section 4. Entitlement to corresponding benefit:

This section is mandatory and you need to tick “Yes” or “No”. If “No” is ticked you don’t need to provide further information and the BF is closed.


Please note: corresponding benefit means that the arrears must lead from a benefit of the pension branch.

Section 5. Arrears period:

· Points 5.1 and 5.2 are not mandatory but provide that information if you have it. For further information please see notes to R005 Section 6.


Section 6. Arrears amount:

· Points 6.1 and 6.2 are mandatory. For further information please see notes to R005 Section 7.


Section 7. Arrears have already been paid out:

This section is mandatory and you need to tick “Yes” or “No”.


If “No” is ticked it depends on whether you already know the overpayment amount (you have already received a final R005 from the Creditor (Applicant) Institution. 


If you know the overpayment amount please send R004 to the Creditor (Applicant) Institution. 


If you don’t know the overpayment amount the Creditor (Applicant) Institution must communicate the amount within two months of the R006.  If that time limit expires without this communication you have to pay the arrears to the person. 


If “Yes” is ticked the BF is closed. 

SED R004: ‘Notification of payment’ 


Purpose of the SED R004: 


It is not a request nor an answer sent to another institution. Its purpose is to notify another institution about a payment made following offsetting action. When you send the R004 the payment should have been transferred. 

Using SED R004 usually ends the proceedings in the R-series of business flows, unless it is used to notify one of a series of payments. 

If having received the R004 the receiving institution requires further clarification (for example because there is a discrepancy between the amounts due and amount paid) this is to be made using the horizontal SEDs H001-H002 within a separate H BF.

The guidelines below concern parts of the SED R004 that require further clarification or have not been explained in the Explanatory note.

Section 2. Reason for payment: 

This section is mandatory. Tick "offset of overpaid benefits" for payments under:


a) Article 72(2) of Regulation No 987/2009, or

b) Article 37(2) of Regulation No 987/2009.


Section 3. Person concerned: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the box for: “person”.  "Person" refers to: an insured individual, an employee, unemployed individual or the beneficiary of a self-employed debtor. 

· Fill in sub-section 3.2.

· Point 3.2.1.4 the sex of the person is to be marked "unknown" where the institution does not have this information.

· Point 3.2.2.1 nationality is also to be completed for persons.

Section 4. Details of payment 

Section 4 is a repeatable field.  You can cut and paste the section to include more that one payment for the person made to the institution requesting the payment.

· Point 4.1.2 is mandatory.  “Amount” is the total amount that was transferred (principal amount, interest, together with any other sums).

· Point 4.1.2.2 “Currency” means the currency in which the amount has been transferred.

· Point 4.1.3 first bullet point – “Payment in Full” -  please tick if it concerns a single payment which covers the total due

· Point 4.1.3 second bullet point – “Instalment” – please tick if the payment is a part payment from arrears or to indicate deductions from ongoing payments of benefits under Article 72 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 

· Point 4.1.3 third bullet point – “Final Instalment” - please tick if the payment is the final payment in series of payments. Also tick this box to indicate the last deduction from ongoing payment of benefits.

· Point 4.2 is mandatory. “Payment reference number of the applicant Institution” means the number for payment provided by the creditor or applicant institution on the SED requesting payment. This number is required to ensure that the payment can be correctly allocated by the applicant institution.


Section 5. Additional information:

The purpose of this section is to provide any further useful information. This could be used to indicate that the payment is a part payment or that further payments can no longer be made.

BF – RECOV No. 3   Off-setting of provisionally paid benefits with Payments of another Member State under Article 73 (1) Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 

Overview


This BF concerns benefits provisionally paid by one institution pending determination of whether it or another institution is competent to pay such benefits. 


So usually before the “R” (Recovery) BF there has been a BF (or another administrative procedure) for another sector (family benefits, sickness benefits, etc), where the involved competent institutions have taken a final decision on the final competence for paying a benefit. This decision will be documented with an appropriate SED (horizontal SED or special SED of the sector) or any other suitable documents which show the final decision on competence (benefit notification, etc). This will be the basis for the request of the applicant institution.


The BF provides:


· The (creditor/applicant) institution that provisionally paid the benefits to notify the final competent institution of the payments it has made;


· For the final competent (debtor/requested) institution to deduct the amount from arrears due to the claimant from a corresponding benefit; and


· For the final competent (debtor/requested) institution to transfer the amount deducted to the institution that provisionally paid the benefits.


In case of provisional payment of different types of benefits for each of these benefits a separate SED should be sent. Nevertheless benefits which are covered by one branch of the Regulation (e.g. sickness cash benefits relating to incapacity for work and long term care benefits) could be dealt together if appropriate.


Article 73(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 distinguishes between off-setting with arrears of a corresponding benefit (without further conditions) and ongoing payments of any benefit subject to the conditions and limits applying to this kind of off-setting procedure under the legislation.


SEDs of BF – RECOV No. 3

There are three SEDs of R-Series in BF 3:


· R008 (Request for reimbursement of provisionally paid benefits)


· R009 (Reply with Information on finally payable benefits)


· R004 (Notification of payments)

Tip: To obtain in a specific case additional necessary information/ data not covered by R-SEDs, it is possible to use horizontal SEDs (H001-H002).

Procedure of BF – RECOV No. 3

Trigger: After a dispute over which institution is competent to grant a benefit this dispute is solved and an institution is finally competent. The  institution which has provisionally paid benefits finds out which institution is finally competent.  To evidence the decision on final competence the appropriate SED or any other suitable document has to be attached to the R008. 


Creditor (Applicant) Institution


Debtor (Requested) Institution 



SED R008 Request for reimbursement of provisionally paid benefits 




SED R009 Reply with information on finally payable benefits



SED R004 Notification of payment 

SED R008: ‘Request for reimbursement of provisionally paid benefits’

Purpose of the SED R008:


The BF for Art 73 (1) starts with this R-SED, because this is the request from the applicant institution for reimbursement of provisionally paid benefits.


Section 1. Case numbers:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory - insert your case number.  The case number you provide will be used by the requested institution when it replies.

· Point 1.2 is not mandatory but if known please insert the case number of the receiving institution

Section 2.  Person:


· Points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


Other information in points 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional. If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1. If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2. If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 


Section 3. Person’s Address:

Mandatory


Section 4. Decision on competent institution: 


This section is mandatory; in point 4.1 you must state the date that competence was determined. You may get this information from an appropriate SED or any other suitable document which determined the final competence. You must add (a copy of) the SED or document as attachment to your R008.


In point 4.2 you need to state the end of the deadline for your request. Based on Article 73 (1) you have a time limit of 3 months to send your request, after the decision on competence was taken. By adding this information you can already check whether your request for reimbursement is on time.


Section 5. Provisionally paid benefit:

This is a mandatory section. The applicant institution needs to tick the benefit which is covered by the request. If you tick “others”, then you need to provide more detailed information in point 5.2.


Section 6. Provisional payment period:

This is a mandatory section. Please insert the start and end date of the period that you provisionally paid benefits for.


Section 7. Provisional payment amount:

This is a mandatory section. Please insert the amount you provisionally paid in the currency of the sending institution


Section 8. Bank details:

In this section you provide details about the account in your institution to which the money from the off-set should be transferred.  This point is mandatory. Points 12.2 (BIC), 12.4 (IBAN) and 12.5 (payment reference) are also mandatory; the payment reference is the reference that the requested institution will use when it transfers the money off-set to your bank account.


Section 9. Additional information:

Not mandatory


SED R009: ‘Reply with information on provisionally payable benefit’


Purpose of the SED R009:


SED R009 is the reply of the requested institution to the R008 of the applicant party. With this SED the requested institution provides detailed information about whether reimbursement is possible and if yes about the amount that will be reimbursed to the applicant institution.


Section 1. Case numbers:


· Points 1.1 and 1.2 are mandatory - insert all case numbers. 

Section 2. Person:


· Points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


· Other information in item 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional. If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1. If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2. If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 


Section 3. Entitlement to benefits:

This section is mandatory and you need to tick “Yes” or “No”. If “No” is ticked go to section 8.


Section 4. Entitlement to arrears of a corresponding benefit:

This section is mandatory and you need to tick “Yes” or “No”. Indicate whether there is an entitlement to arrears of a corresponding benefit. If “No”, go to section 8.


Section 5. Payable arrears period:

This is a mandatory section if you have ticked “Yes”. Insert the period for which arrears of a corresponding benefit are payable. Enter the start and end date of the period.


Section 6. Arrears amount:

This is a mandatory section if you have ticked “Yes”. State the total amount representing the arrears.


Section 7. Amount of arrears covers the full amount of the provisional payment:


This section is mandatory if you have ticked “Yes” in section 3.  You need to tick “Yes” or “No”. Indicate whether the amount of arrears covers the full amount of the provisional payment (see R008 point 7).


Section 8. Deduction possible in periodic rates from ongoing payments:


This section is mandatory and you need to tick “Yes” or “No”. Indicate whether a deduction is possible in periodic rates from ongoing payments (if there are no arrears available for off-setting or the arrears amount is not sufficient to cover the full amount of the provisional payment).

Section 9. Type of benefit from which deduction from ongoing payments is possible:

Tick or select the type of Benefit from which deduction from ongoing payments is possible.


Section 10. Institution competent for deduction from ongoing payment(s):


Indicate whether the sending institution is also competent for deduction from ongoing payment or there is (perhaps in addition) another institution (or other institutions) competent for deduction from ongoing payments.  If only another institution is competent go to section 12.


Section 11. Periodic amount:


Indicate the frequency and the amount of scheduled payments


Section 12. Other institution competent for ongoing payment(s):

Please provide details for the receiving institution about the other institution competent for deduction from ongoing payment(s) in your member state. The receiving institution will then send a new R008 to the other competent institution(s) you named in Point 12 (a new BF will be opened).


SED R004: ‘Notification of payment’

Purpose of the SED R004: 


It is not a request nor an answer sent to another institution. Its purpose is to notify another institution about a payment made following offsetting action. When you send the R004 the payment should have been transferred. 

Using SED R004 usually ends the proceedings in the R-series of business flows, unless it is used to notify one of a series of payments. 

If having received the R004 the receiving institution requires further clarification (for example because there is a discrepancy between the amounts due and amount paid) this is to be made using the horizontal SEDs H001-H002 within a separate H BF.

The guidelines below concern parts of the SED R004 that require further clarification or have not been explained in the Explanatory note.

Section 2. Reason for payment: 

This section is mandatory.  Please tick the relevant box to show that the payment concerns: "offset of overpaid benefits" for payments under:


a) Article 73 (1) of Regulation No 987/2009, or 

b) Article 37 (2) of Regulation No 987/2009.


Section 3. Person concerned: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the box for: “person”.  "Person" refers to: an insured individual, an employee, unemployed individual or the beneficiary of a self-employed debtor. 

· Fill in sub-section 3.2.

· Point 3.2.1.4 the sex of the person is to be marked "unknown" where the institution does not have this information.

· Point 3.2.2.1 nationality is also to be completed for persons.

Section 4. Details of payment 

Section 4 is a repeatable field.  You can cut and paste the section to include more that one payment for the person made to the institution requesting the payment.

· Point 4.1.2 is mandatory.  “Amount” is the total amount that was transferred (principal amount, interest, together with any other sums).

· Point 4.1.2.2 “Currency” means the currency in which the amount has been transferred.

· Point 4.1.3 first bullet point - “Payment in Full” -  please tick if it concerns a single payment which covers the total due

· Point 4.1.3 second bullet point – “Instalment” – please tick if the payment is a part payment from arrears or to indicate deductions from ongoing payments of benefits under Article 72 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 

· Point 4.1.3 third bullet point – “Final Instalment” - please tick if the payment is the final payment in series of payments. Also tick this box to indicate the last deduction from ongoing payment of benefits.

· Point 4.2 is mandatory.  “Payment reference number of the applicant Institution” means the number for payment provided by the creditor or applicant institution on the SED requesting payment. This number is required to ensure that the payment can be correctly allocated by the applicant institution.


Section 5. Additional information:

The purpose of this section is to provide any further useful information. This could be used to indicate that the payment is a part payment or that further payments can no longer be made.

BF – RECOV No. 4   Off-setting of provisionally received contributions with contributions payable in another Member State under Article 73 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009  

Overview


This BF concerns contributions provisionally received by one institution pending determination of whether it or another institution is competent to receive such contributions.


Article 73(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 is connected to Article 6(4) of Regulation No 987/2009.  So usually before the R-(Recovery) BF there will be an A-(Applicable legislation) BF, where the involved competent institutions will take a final decision about which legislation is applicable for a person.  This decision will be documented in the SED A003A and this document will be the basis for the request of the applicant institution.


Article 73(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 provides for the institution identified as competent (applicant institution) to ask the institution that provisionally received contributions (requested institution) to:


· Deduct the amount due to them from the amount provisionally received; and


· Transfer this amount to them.


If the amount of the provisionally received contributions is for more than that due to the competent institution, the institution that provisionally received the contributions will refund the excess to the natural/legal person concerned.


SEDs of BF – RECOV No. 4

The following SEDs were prepared for this BF:


· SED R010 - Request for reimbursement of contributions provisionally paid


· SED R011 - Reply with amount of reimbursable contributions,


· SED R004 - Notification of payment.

For the time being it has not been decided if the contributions for all the different branches have to be added together and the creditor institution has the task to divide this total amount and attribute it to the different branches of social security in the Member State finally competent or if this exercise has to be done branch by branch. As long as this question is not decided by the Administrative Commission each debtor institution has to send a SED for each branch for which contributions have been paid provisionally under its legislation to the corresponding institution finally competent in the other Member State. Nevertheless benefits which are covered by one branch of the Regulation (e.g. sickness cash benefits relating to incapacity for work and long term care benefits) could be dealt with together if appropriate.

Procedure of BF – RECOV No. 4


Trigger: After a dispute which institution is competent under the provisions on applicable legislation this dispute is solved and the final decision is stated in a SED A003A.  The institution(s) that has/have to collect the social security contributions (or parts of them) will send their request(s) for reimbursement of provisionally paid contributions based on Article 73(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 to the responsible institution in the other Member State that collected the contributions provisionally. 


Creditor (Applicant) Institution


Debtor (Requested) Institution 




SED R010 Request for reimbursement of contributions provisionally paid + copy of A003A (as attachment) 



SED R011 Reply with amount of contributions reimbursable 



SED R004 Notification of payment 


SED R010:


Purpose of the SED R010:


The BF for Article 73(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 starts with this R-SED, because this is the request from the applicant institution.


Section 1. Case numbers:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory - insert your case number. The case number you provide will be used by the requested institution when it replies.


Section 2. Person:


· Points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


· Other information in item 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional. If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1.  If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2.  If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 


Section 4. Decision on competent institution: 


This section is mandatory; in point 4.1 you must state the date that competence was determined.  You get this information from SED A003A. You must add (a copy) of SED A003A as an attachment to your R010.


· In point 4.2 you need to state the end of the deadline for your request.  Based on Article 73(2) second paragraph of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 you have 3 months to send your request after the decision on competence was taken.  By adding this information you can already check whether your request for reimbursement is on time.


Section 5. Type of contribution:

This section is mandatory; the applicant institution needs to tick the branch(es) that are covered by the request.  If you tick “others”, then you need to provide more detailed information in point 5.2.


Section 6. Contribution period:

In this mandatory section you need to provide the period that your request is for.  You must state the start-date (point 6.1). That’s the date when the institution in the other Member State was determined as provisional responsible or started collecting contributions provisionally for the person.  In item 6.2 you have to add the end of the period of provisional membership in the other Member State, this will be usually the date when the final decision on competence was taken.


Section 7. Contribution amount:

This section can be used to provide more detailed information about your social security contributions that you will collect for the person.


Section 8. Bank details

In this section you provide details about the account of your institution to which the money from the off-set is to be transferred.  Points 8.2 (IBAN), 8.3 (BIC) and 8.5 (payment reference) are mandatory; the payment reference is the reference that the requested institution will use when it will transfer the money for reimbursement to your bank-account.


SED R011:

Purpose of the SED R011:


SED R011 is the reply of the requested institution to the R010 of the applicant party. With this SED the requested institution provides detailed information about the amount that will be reimbursed to the applicant institution.

Section 1. Case numbers:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory - insert your case number.  The case number you provide will be used by the requested institution when it replies.


Section 2. Person:


· Points 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory. 


· Other information in points 2.1.5 to 2.2.1 is optional.  If possible provide information for 2.1.5 to 2.1.6 and 2.2.1.  If you have the Personal Identification Number(s) (PIN) for the person, then provide the PIN that is/are known in point 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2.  If you don’t have a PIN, then complete points 2.1.8 to 2.1.8.5.


· Point 2.2.1 can be repeated if the person has a dual nationality. 


Section 3. Type of contribution

This section is mandatory; the requested institution needs to tick the branch(es) that are covered by its reply.  If you tick “others”, then you need to provide more detailed information in point 3.2.


Section 4. Contribution period:

The requested institution has to provide details about the period that provisional contributions have been collected for and that are reimbursable; this section is mandatory.


Section 5. Contribution amount:

In points 5.1 - 5.4 the requested institution needs to state the amount, (including the currency) that will be reimbursed to the applicant institution; and to provide more information about the employer/employee or self-employed part of the contributions.


Section 6. Additional information:

This section can be used to give more specific details about the reimbursement and about the amount that will be paid to the applicant party and the person.  


· Point 6.1.3. is a free-text box that offers the opportunity to give some extra information.


SED R004: ‘Notification of payment’


Purpose of SED R004: 


It is not a request nor an answer sent to another institution. Its purpose is to notify another institution about a payment made following offsetting action. When you send the R004 the payment should have been transferred to the bank account given in the SEDR010. 

Using SED R004 usually ends the proceedings in the R-series of business flows, unless it is used to notify one of a series of payments. 

If having received the R004 the receiving institution requires further clarification (for example because there is a discrepancy between the amounts due and amount paid) this is to be made using the horizontal SEDs H001-H002 within a separate H BF.

The guidelines below concern parts of the SED R004 that require further clarification or have not been explained in the Explanatory note.

Section 2. Reason for payment: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the relevant box to show that the payment concerns “off-set of contributions”.  

Section 3. Person concerned: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the box for: “person” or “employer”.

"Person" refers to: an insured individual, an employee, unemployed individual or the beneficiary of a self-employed debtor. In this case, complete sub-section 3.2.

· Point 3.2.1.4 the sex of the person is to be marked "unknown" where the institution does not have this information.


· Point 3.2.2.1 nationality is also to be completed for persons who have refugee status or who are stateless persons.

"Employer" refers to: a natural or legal person. In this case, complete sub-section 3.3.

Section 4. Details of payment 

Section 4 is a repeatable field.  You can cut and paste the section to include more that one payment for the person made to the institution requesting the payment.

· Point 4.1.2 is mandatory. “Amount” is the total amount that was transferred (principal amount, interest, together with any other sums).

· Point 4.1.2.2 “Currency” means the currency in which the amount has been transferred.

· Point 4.1.3 first bullet point – “Payment in Full” -  please tick if it concerns a single payment which covers the total due

· Point 4.1.3 second bullet point – “Instalment” – please tick if the payment is a part payment. 

· Point 4.1.3 third bullet point - “Final Instalment” - please tick if the payment is the final payment in series of payments. Also tick this box to indicate the last deduction from ongoing payment of benefits.

· Point 4.2 is mandatory.  “Payment reference number of the applicant Institution” means the number for payment provided by the creditor or applicant institution on the SED requesting payment. This number is required to ensure that the payment can be correctly allocated by the applicant institution.


Section 5. Additional information:

The purpose of this section is to provide any further useful information. This could be used to indicate that the payment is a part payment or further payments can no longer be made.

BF – RECOV No. 5   Request for information under Article 76 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009  

Overview

This BF enables an institution in one Member State to ask an institution in another Member State for information that will help it recover its claim.


This BF concerns only requests for claims which are already clear as to their amounts.  The information requested may concern the debtor or the debtor’s assets. It cannot be used to get knowledge to establish the claim.  For example: information about the income of a person to calculate the contributions.  (For such a request a specific BF under applicable legislation or SED H001 ‘Request for information/additional information’ has to be used). 

SEDs R012 and R014 are connected.  Under R012 (request for information) the Applicant Party provides some information about the debtor and requests further information. 

If the applicant party identifies that certain claims are recoverable, additional Member States may be asked to provide information (by sending new and additional R012s directly to them). 

The applicant party is not obliged to act on the information provided where in the meantime there has been a change of circumstances. 


SEDs of BF – RECOV No. 5


There are two SEDS of the R-Series in BF 5:


· R012 (Request for information)


· R014 (Reply to request for information)


Procedure for BF – RECOV No. 5

Trigger: Institution of one Member State needs information from the other Member State to effectively recover its claim(s)

Applicant Party




Requested Party



SED R012 ‘Request for information’



SED R014 ‘Reply to request for information’

SED R012: ‘Request for information’

Purpose of R012: 

It is used to request further information about a debtor (person or employer) now in the requested Member State to assist recovery of the debt.  For example:


· Information about the income of a person.  For example because under the legislation of the Applicant Party measures for recovery have to take into account the income of the debtor.

· Information about a gainful activity, income, property in requested Member State or benefits payable in that Member State. 

· Other information requests may depend on the special features of the individual case or on the national legislation of the Applicant Party.


Section 1. Case number:

· Point 1.1 this point is mandatory - insert your case number.  The case number you provide will be used by the requested institution when it replies.

Section 2. Type of claim: 

This section is mandatory. 

You need to indicate whether the request for information concerns a claim for contributions or overpaid benefits; and the relevant sector code from the list provided.

Section 3. Request concerns: 

This section is mandatory.  

Indicate whether the request concerns a “person” or “employer”.


Section 4. Amount owed:

This section is mandatory.  

Because a request for information is used in relation to recovery, the threshold of 350 euros applies unless the applicant and requested institutions concerned have agreed to apply a lower recovery threshold.

Section 5. Person:


The information in points 5.1.1 to 5.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory where the request concerns a person.  Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 5 is optional, but should be provided if available in points 5.1.5 to 5.1.6 and 5.2.1.

· Point 5.1.8.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 5.1.7.1 to 5.1.7.5 if you have the information.

· Point 5.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.

Section 6. Person’s last known address:


This section is mandatory if the request concerns a person.  You may also provide these details for an insured person (employee) where the request concerns an employer. The section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee). 

· Point 6.1 is to include the street and number.

Section 7. Employer:


This section is mandatory if the request concerns an employer: 

· Point 7.2.2 is to include the street and number. 

· Sub-section 7.3 ‘Employer identification number in the sending institution’ provides a number of options.  Choose and complete one only.

Section 8. Information requested:


You may tick more than one box concerning the information required.  

If you tick the “other” box, provide the detail in point 8.2.


(Attach copied or scanned documents and insert the relevant number in the header.  If there are no attachments leave the number blank.)

SED R014: ‘Reply to request for information’

Purpose of R014:


It is used to reply to the R012 request for information.

The reply may provide: 

· the requested information; 

· additional information to correct information already provided in the R012; or 

· an explanation that the required information is not available; or 

· reasons why the information cannot be provided.



Section 1. Case numbers:


Both points are mandatory. 

· Point 1.1 insert your case number

· Point 1.2 insert the case number provided in R012 point 1.1. 

Section 2. Reply concerns information on:


This section is mandatory.  

Tick the relevant box: “person” or “employer”.


Section 3. Person:

The information at points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if the request concerns a person.  Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)) if this is relevant to the reply. The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but is to be provided if available at points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.8.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.7.1 to 3.1.7.5 if you have the information.

· Point 3.1.8.2 insert the PIN if it was provided in R012 point 5.1.7.1.

· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your reply concerns an employer:

· Sub-section 4.2 “employer identification number in the sending institution” provides a number of options.  Choose and complete one only.

· Point 4.3 insert the employer number if this was provided on R012 item sub-section 7.3. 


Section 5. No information:


Complete this section if no information is available; or if the information cannot be provided for the reasons set out in Article 76(3) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.  The reasons are:


· Article 76(3)(a) - the information could not be obtained for recovery of similar claims in the requested state;


· Article 76(3)(b) - the information would disclose commercial, industrial or professional secrets


· Article 76(3)(c) – disclosure of the information would prejudice the security or be contrary to the public policy of the requested state. 

Sections 6 to 11 Specific information sections:

Complete the appropriate sections or points where further information is available or where information provided in the R012 is missing or incorrect.  When providing address details include the number with the name of the street.


· Sub-sections 6.2, 6.3, 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 are repeatable.


· Point 10.2.3.2.1 you may tick more than one box.


(Attach copied or scanned documents and insert the relevant number in the header.  If there are no attachments leave the number blank.)


BF – RECOV No. 6   Notification under Article 77 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009

Overview


This BF enables an institution in one Member State to ask an institution in the other Member State to notify an instrument or decision concerning a claim and/or its recovery to the debtor.


There might be a situation, in which the legislation of the applicant party requires the delivery of an instrument, or a decision to the addressee concerned before the claim can be enforced.  The instrument or decision may need to be given directly to the addressee not just delivered to the stated address or via fictional delivery (e.g. if the addressee concerned is notified by the post office that there is mail but within 15 days it has not been picked up).  The nature of the instrument or decision is not defined in Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.

SEDs Of BF – RECOV No. 6


There are two SEDs of the R-Series in BF 6:


· R015 (Request for notification)

· R016 (Reply to request for notification)


Procedure of BF – RECOV No. 6

Trigger: Institution of one Member State needs to notify an instrument or a decision to an addressee in the other Member State in order to effectively recover its claims


Applicant Party




Requested Party




SED R015 ‘Request for notification’ 



SED R016 ‘Reply to request for notification’

SED R015: ‘Request for notification’

Purpose of the R015: It is used to request notification of a decision, an instrument (such as a court judgment) or other document(s) to a debtor (person or employer) in another Member State.


Section 1. Case number:

· Point 1.1 is mandatory – insert your case number.

The case number you provide will be used by the requested institution when it replies.


Section 2. Type of claim: 


This section is mandatory. 

You need to indicate whether the request for notification concerns a claim for contributions or overpaid benefits; and the relevant sector code from the list provided.


Section 3. Request concerns: 


This section is mandatory.  

Indicate whether your request concerns a “person” or an “employer”.


Section 4. Amount owed:


This section is mandatory.  

Because a request for notification is related to recovery, the threshold of 350 euros applies unless the applicant and requested institutions concerned have agreed to apply a lower recovery threshold.


Section 5. Person:


The information in points 5.1.1 to 5.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if your request concerns a person. 

Other information in section 5 is optional, but should be provided if available in points 5.1.5 to 5.1.6 and 5.2.1.


· Point 5.1.8.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 5.1.7.1 to 5.1.7.5 if you have the information.

· Point 5.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.

Section 6. Person’s last known address:


Complete this section if the request concerns a person.

· Point 6.1 is to include the street and number.


Section 7. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your request concerns an employer.  

· Point 7.2.2 is to include the street and number. 

· Sub-section 7.3 “Employer identification number in the sending institution” provides a number of options.  Choose and complete one only.


Section 8. Document to be notified:


· Point 8.1 is mandatory.  Tick the appropriate box.  

· Point 8.2 also has to be completed if:


· the “other” box is ticked or 

· other information is to be provided.  For example: the original paper decision for notification is to be sent by mail.

Section 9.  Notification form:

This section is mandatory. 

It is about whether the document or decision has to be handed to the debtor (addressee in person) or can be delivered via the postal system (otherwise).


Section 10. Timescale:

This section is mandatory.

Insert the last day for delivery of the document – your deadline for the notification. If there is no legal deadline for notification under your national legislation provide a reasonable period for the requested institution to complete the service of the document(s).

(Attach paper or scanned electronic versions of the document/decision that must be delivered and insert the relevant number of document(s) in the header of the SED.)


SED R016: ‘Reply to request for notification’

Purpose of the R016: 

It is used to reply to the R015 ‘Request for notification’.

Section 1. Case numbers:


Both data items are mandatory.

· Point 1.1 insert your case number

· Point 1.2 insert the case number provided in R015 point 1.1.

Section 2. Reply concerns information on:


This section is mandatory.

Tick the relevant box “person” or “employer”

Section 3. Person

The information at points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if the reply concerns a person. 

Other information in section 3 is optional, but should be provided if available at points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1 


· Point 3.1.8.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.7.1 to 3.1.7.5 if you have the information.  

· Point 3.1.8.2 insert the PIN if it was provided on R015 point 5.1.8.1.

· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your reply concerns an employer.

· Sub-section 4.2 “employer identification number in the sending institution” provides a number of options.  Choose and complete one only.

· Point 4.3 insert the employer number if this was provided in R015 item sub-section 7.3. 


Section 5. Notification made:

This section is to be completed where notification is made, as follows:


· Points 5.1 and 5.3 if the notification is made. 


· Point 5.2 - only complete this point if notification has not been made directly to the debtor. 


· Point 5.4 - only complete this point if notification was made after the last day for notification included in R015 point 10.

Section 6. Notification not made:

This section is to be completed if notification was not made:


· Point 6.1 Where notification to the addressee in person was requested and this was not possible tick the first box. 

· Point 6.2 if the second box “other reason” is ticked.


BF – RECOV No. 7   Request for recovery under Articles 75,78,79,82,83 and 90 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009  or precautionary measures under Articles 81(2)and 84 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009  and convening of time to pay or payment by instalments under Article 80 (2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009

Overview

This BF provides for an institution in one Member State to ask an institution in another Member State to recover a debt on their behalf or to take precautionary measures to protect the claim, for instance seizing assets of the debtor.


The most likely scenarios are outlined below. However, others are possible depending on the facts of the specific case.


SEDs of BF – RECOV No. 7


There are five SEDs of the R-Series in BF 7


· R017 (Request for recovery/precautionary measures)


· R018 (Reply to request for recovery/precautionary measures


· R025 (Notification of reduction/withdrawal of claim)


· R036 (Request for further information)


· R004 (Notification of payment)


Procedure of BF – RECOV No. 7

Scenario 1


Trigger: Institution of one Member State, in order to recover its debts needs the institution of the other Member State to recover a sum for it.

Applicant Party




Requested Party



SED R017 ‘Request for recovery/precautionary measures’



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for recovery/precautionary measures’




SED R004 ‘Notification of payment’  


Scenario 2


Trigger: Institution of one Member State, in order to prevent the debtor from disposing of assets, needs the institution of the other Member State to take precautionary measures to protect the claim.  The first request is subsequently followed by a second request to recover the sum due from the assets under the control of the requested institution.

Applicant Party




Requested Party



SED R017 ‘Request for precautionary measures’ 



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for precautionary measures’ 



SED R017 ‘Request for recovery measures’ 



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for recovery measures’ 



SED R004 ‘Notification of payment’  


Scenario 3

Trigger: Institution of one Member State, in order to recover its debts needs the institution of the other Member State to recover a sum for it.  After the request to recover a debt has been sent, the debt is cancelled or reduced for a reason in the Member State of the applicant party.  Notification of the change to the debt could be sent before or after a reply has been sent.

Note:  Use Recovery BF 8 Contestation for a disputed claim and use SED R034 ‘Decision on contestation’ if the claim is subsequently reduced or withdrawn.


Applicant Party




Requested Party



SED R017 ‘Request for recovery/precautionary measures’ 



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for recovery/precautionary measures’




SED R025 ‘Notification of withdrawal or reduction of claim’



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for recovery/precautionary measures’




SED R004 ‘Notification of payment’

Scenario 4

Trigger: Institution of one Member State, in order to prevent the debtor from disposing of assets, needs the institution of the other Member State to take precautionary measures to protect the claim.  The first request is subsequently followed by a notification of withdrawal or reduction of the claim.


Applicant Party




Requested Party



SED R017 ‘Request for precautionary measures’ 



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for precautionary measures’ 



SED R025 ‘Notification of withdrawal or reduction of claim’



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for recovery/precautionary measures’




SED R004 ‘Notification of payment’

Scenario 5

Trigger: Institution of one Member State, in order to recover its debts needs the institution of the other Member State to recover a sum for it.  The requested institution asks the applicant party for additional information, in order to assist recovery of the debt.

Applicant Party




Requested Party



SED R017 ‘Request for recovery/precautionary measures’



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for recovery/precautionary measures’

SED R036 ‘Provision of additional information’



SED R018 ‘Reply to request for recovery/precautionary measures’




SED R004 ‘Notification of payment’

SED R017 ‘Request for recovery/precautionary measures’

Purpose of the R017: 

It is used to request recovery /precautionary measures in another Member State. The request includes information about:


· Accepting payment by instalment and 

· The requirement to consult before accepting a proposal for payment by instalment.

Section 1. Case number:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory - insert your case number.

The case number you provide will be used by the requested institution when it replies.


Section 2. Type of request: 


This section is mandatory. 


You will need to indicate whether the request is for recovery or precautionary measures.  Please note that requests for precautionary measures will be considered and decided by the requested institution in accordance with its national legislation and administrative practice.

Section 3. Declaration: 


· Point 3.1 is mandatory. Tick 3 of the 5 boxes only to confirm that:  

a)  The claim:

· is not contested OR


· is contested but the request is under Article  81 (2) second sub-paragraph of Regulation (EC) No 987/9007;


b) Appropriate recovery action already taken by your institution will not lead to payment in full of a claim; and the period of limitation under the legislation in force in your Member State has not expired; 

c) State whether the 5 year period for the claim (under Article 82(1)(b) of Regulation (EC) No 987/9007:


· has not OR 

· has expired.

· Point 3.2 give the reason for the request if you have indicated that the 5 year period has expired.  Please note that the requested institution is not obliged to accept a claim that is more than 5 years old. 

· Point 3.3 is mandatory.  Confirm that the total amount of the claim is:


· not less than 350 EUR OR 

· is less and is covered by an agreement between your institution and the requested institution to use a lower threshold


Section 4. Type of claim:

This section is mandatory. 


You need to indicate whether the request for recovery concerns a claim for contributions or overpaid benefits; and the relevant sector code from the list provided.


Section 5. Request concerns: 


This section is mandatory.  


Indicate whether your request concerns a “person” or an “employer”.


Section 6. Person:


The information in points 6.1.1 to 6.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if your request s person. Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).  See the notes on employer below.

Other information in section 6 is optional, but should be provided if available in points 6.1.5 to 6.1.6 and 6.2.1.

· Point 6.1.8.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 6.1.7.1 to 6.1.7.5 if you have the information.

· Point 6.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 7. Person’s last known address:

This section is mandatory if the request concerns a person.


· Point 7.1 is to include the street and number. 

This section can be repeated in cases where the request concerns an employer with more than one insured person (employee) – see notes on employer below.

Section 8. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your request concerns an employer.


· Point 8.2.2 is to include the street and number. 


· Sub-section 8.3 “Employer identification number in the sending institution” provides a number of options. Choose and complete one only.

Notes: Employer with more than one employee


Where an employer has several employees you can choose between the following four options.

Option 1


Complete a separate SED R017 for each employee.  This option is practical where the recovery claim concerns one employer, but different periods for the employees.  The contestation is more likely to be directed against a particular employee claim, rather than against the total claim.  It is practical if the claim does not concern a large number of employees.

Complete sections 1 to 5, 8, 9 (if there is a third party in the country of the requested institution who has assets belonging to the employer), 10, 14 and 15.


In sections 6 ‘Person’, 7 ‘Person’s last know address,’ and 11 ‘The claim’ include the details of one employee only.

In section 12 Overall amount:


· Point 12.1 tick the box for: “more than one claim and total amount”

· Point 12.2.1 insert in decimal figures the total amount (which includes all the employees) owed by the employer in the national currency of your country.

· Point 12.2.2 insert in decimal figures the total amount (which includes all the employees) owed by the employer in the national currency of the requested institution.


In section 13 “Other relevant information” explain that this R017 is one of a series of R017s concerning the same employer with [insert number of employees] and provide details of the related case reference numbers or if this is the same names or other means of identification. 

Option 2


Complete one SED R017 for the employer and repeat the person sections for each insured person (employee).  This option is practical where the recovery claim concerns the same period of time for all the insured persons (employees) and where the contestation is more likely to be against the total claim.

Complete sections 1 to 5, 8, 9 (if there is a third party in the country of the requested institution who has assets belonging to the employer), 10, 14 and 15.


For each insured person (employee) repeat the sections:


· 6 ‘Person’


· 7 ‘Person’s last know address’


· 11 ‘The claim’ insert details of claim or claims concerning that insured person employee only


To link the insured person, their address, their claim details use a letter or number.  For example: person ‘a’, their address ‘a’, and their claim ‘a’.  If there is more than one claim per person you also need to link each claim to the insured person, for example: ‘ai)’, ‘aii)’, ‘aiii)’ and so on.


In section 12: ‘Overall amount’

· Point 12.1 tick the box for: ‘more than one claim and total amount’


· Point 12.2.1 insert in decimal figures the total amount (which includes all the employees) owed by the employer in the national currency of your country


· Point 12.2.2 insert in decimal figures the total amount (which includes all the employees) owed by the employer in the national currency of the requested institution.


In section 13 ‘Other relevant information’ explain that this request concerns one employer with [number of insured persons/employees] and explain how the repeated sections 6,7 and 11 are identified by a number or letter for each insured person (employee).

Option 3


Complete one SED R017 for the employer and for one of the insured persons (employees) and attach a schedule with the details for each and every insured person (employee) concerned.  This option could be used where options 1 and 2 are not practical because of a very large number of insured person (employees) with claims for different or several periods of time.  In some cases the information about the insured persons (employees) might be included in the Instrument Permitting Enforcement.

Complete sections 1 to 5, 8, 9 (if there is a third party in the country of the requested institution who has assets belonging to the employer), 10, 14 and 15.


Include the details of one insured person (employee) only in sections:

· 6 ‘Person’


· 7 ‘Person’s last know address’


· 11 ‘The claim’ insert details of claim or claims concerning that insured person (employee) only


Complete section 12 as follows:


· Point 12.1 tick the box ‘more than one claim and total amount’


· Point 12.2.1 insert in decimal figures the total amount of the debt (which includes all the employees) owed by the employer in the national currency of your country


· Point 12.2.2 insert in decimal figures the total amount of the debt (which includes all the employees) owed by the employer in the national currency of the requested institution.


In a separate schedule provide the details required in R017 for each employee (include the employee whose details have been provided on the R017.)  The details required for each insured person (employee) are those listed in sections:


· 6 ‘Person’


· 7 ‘Person’s last know address’


· 11 ‘The claim’


Include at the end of the schedule the total amount in your national currency (the decimal figure given in point 12.2.1 of the R017).  And include the total amount in the national currency of the requested institution (the decimal figure given in point 12.2.2 of the R017).


In section 13 ‘Other relevant information’ explain that the attached schedule lists the insured persons’ (employees’) details and claims.  (Attach the schedule to the R017).  

Note: if this information is contained in the attached instrument permitting enforcement it does not need to be repeated in another document.

Option 4

Complete R017 with the employer details only.  


Complete sections 1 to 5, 8, 9 (if there is a third party in the country of the requested institution who has assets belonging to the employer), 10, 14 and 15.


Do not complete sections 6 or 7 for the insured persons (employees).


In section 11 ‘The claim’ insert details of claim or claims owed by the employer

Complete section 12 as follows:


· Point 12.1 is mandatory.

· Point 12.2.1 insert in decimal figures the total amount of the debt owed by the employer in the national currency of your country


· Point 12.2.2 insert in decimal figures the total amount of the debt owed by the employer in the national currency of the requested institution.


Section 9. Third party holding assets of the debtor:

This section is optional – in most cases you will not have this information.  The purpose of this section is to provide additional information that could help the requested institution recover your claim.  Only complete this section if you have information about a third party based in the country of the requested institution who holds assets belonging to the debtor.

Section 10. Currency and exchange rates:

This section is mandatory.  


· Points 10.1.1 and 10.1.2 indicate your national currency and that of the country of the requested institution. 

· Point 10.2 insert the figures: 0.00000 if your Member State’s currency and the currency of the other Member State is Euro (EUR).


The exchange rate can be repeated.  If neither your national currency nor that of the requested institution is Euro (EUR) you may have to convert your currency into Euro and then from Euro into the currency of the requested institution.  Indicate both exchange rates using the format displayed on the European Central Bank exchange rate website.  For example: for exchange rate Danish Krone into British Pound. Danish Krone (DKK) to Euro (EUR) is 7.4520 and British Pound (GBP) to Euro (EUR) is 0.84745.  Use the exchange rate that applies at the time and date the request is sent.  The exchange rates are published and usually updated by 3 p.m. daily by the European Central Bank.  

Section 11.  The claim:

This section is mandatory.  

It can be repeated for a debt of more than one claim.


· Point 11.4.5 the claim is to be accompanied by the original or certified copy of the instrument permitting enforcement(s) covering the whole of the debt.  The purpose of this point is to help the requested institution identify the appropriate document where there is more than one.


Section 12.  Overall amount:

· Point 12.1 is mandatory.  The other points are to be completed if section 11 has been repeated for a debt consisting of more than one claim.

Section 13. Other relevant information:

Use this section if you need to provide further information.


Section 14.  Agreement to accept payment by instalment:

This section is mandatory.  If you tick:


· the first box the requested institution can negotiate and agree a payment by instalment proposal on your behalf;


· the second box you will be asked to agree or reject any payment by instalment proposals received from the debtor;


· the third box the requested institution will reject any payment by instalment proposals.

Section 15.  Bank details:

The following points are mandatory: 15.1 (bank name); 15.2 (IBAN) 15.3 (BIC) and 15.5 Payment reference for transfer.


· Point 15.5 the purpose of this number is to ensure that the person or employer for whom a bank payment is sent can be identified by the receiving institution.


· Point 15.6.1 is to include the street and number


(Attach the instrument(s) permitting enforcement)


Note: The text of Article 78(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/9007 makes it clear that either the original or certified copy of the instrument permitting enforcement has to be sent.  If you are sending a copy remember to certify it as a copy.  

SED R025: ‘Notification of withdrawal or reduction of claim’ 

Purpose of the R025:

Use of R025 in this BF is optional.  It is used to tell the requested institution that the claim is withdrawn or reduced for reasons other than contestation.  This SED may be used after the R017 has been sent, and before recovery action has been completed.

Note: R025 is not to be used for changes to a claim following contestation.  See BF8 Contestation and SED R034 ‘Decision on contestation’.

Section 1. Case numbers:


· Point 1.1 is mandatory.  This is the case number that you provided in R017 at point 1.1 

· Point 1.2 if you have received an R018 reply, include the case number provided in the R018 at point 1.1.


Section 2. Notification concerns:

This section is mandatory.  


Tick the relevant box: “person” or “employer”.


Section 3. Person:

This section repeats the information sent in R017 section 6.  The information at points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if the request concerns a person.  Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but should be provided if available at points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.7.insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  This is the number you used on the R017.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.8.1 to 3.1.8.5 if you have the information. 

· Point 3.1.7.2 insert the PIN (if you have received an R018 reply and the PIN was provided at point 3.1.7.1).

· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your notification concerns an employer. It repeats information sent in R017 section 8.

· Point 4.2 Employer identification number in the sending institution provides a number of options.  Use the one you provided in R017 sub-section 8.3.

· Point 4.3 insert the Employer number (if you have received an R018 reply and a number was provided in R018 sub-section 4.2.

Section 5.  Reason for withdrawal/reduction:

· Points 5.1 (date) and 5.2 (reason) are mandatory.


· Point 5.2 tick one box only.  If you tick the “other” box state the reason at point 5.3.

Section 6.  Action required:


· Point 6.1 is mandatory – tick one box only.  If you tick the “other” box state the action required at point 6.2.


Section 7.  Reduction of the claim:


This section is to be completed if your notification concerns a reduction to the claim(s) included in R017 section 11.

· Points 7.1.1 to 7.2 repeat the information already provided in R017 section 10 points 10.1.1 to 10.2.


· Subsections 7.3 (period), 7.4 (revised amount in your currency), 7.5 (revised amount in currency of the receiving institution) can be repeated where more than one claim period is to be reduced.  Where the original debt consisted of more than one claim and one of those claims is to be withdrawn complete:


· sub-section 7.3 (period); and 

· in sub-sections 7.4 and 7.5 show the reduced amounts as 0.00.

SED R018: ‘Reply to recovery/precautionary measures’

Purpose of the R018:

It is used to reply to the R017 request for recovery/precautionary measures. Depending on the circumstances of the case more than one reply can be sent.  Each reply will have a different date.  However, it may be useful to identify paper replies as follows: R018A (first reply) R018B (second reply) and so on.


The R018 reply may:


· state that the claim cannot be recovered and provide reasons; or


· state that the debtor details provided in the original request have changed and explain the impact on recovery; or


· request additional information or 


· request a decision on whether a proposal for payment by instalment is acceptable (in cases where prior consultation has been requested); or


· provide an update on recovery in full, or in part.  And if in part whether recovery has ceased or continues.



Section 1. Case numbers:


Both data items are mandatory. 


· Point 1.1 insert your case number 

· Point 1.2 insert the case number provided in R017 point 1.1 


Section 2. Reply concerns:


This section is mandatory.  


Tick or select the relevant box “person” or “employer”.

Section 3. Person:


The information at points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if the request concerns a person. Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but should be provided if available at points 3.1.5, 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.8.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.7.1 to 3.1.7.5 if you have the information.


· Point 3.1.8.2 insert the PIN if one was provided on R017 point 6.1.7.1.

· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


This section can be repeated for a reply concerning an employer where more than one employee is listed in the R017.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your reply concerns an employer.

· Sub-section 4.2 “employer identification number in the sending institution” provides a number of options.  Choose and complete one only.

· Point 4.3 insert the employer number if this was provided in R017 sub-section 8.3.


Section 5.  Claim cannot be recovered:

Use this section to explain why recovery is not possible - tick the appropriate box or boxes.

Section 6.  Debtor details have changed:

Use this section if the debtor details provided to you in the R017 request have changed and tick the relevant box to indicate whether recovery is to continue or has ceased because of the change.


Section 7  Other relevant information:

Use this section to provide the requesting institution with information not specifically covered elsewhere or to supplement other information provided.


Section 8.  Please provide the following additional information:

Use this section to request any missing information or information that could assist your recovery measures.


Section 9.  Payment by instalments:

Use this section to provide details of any payment proposals from the debtor.  Indicate whether you:


· require the applicant institution to confirm acceptance or 

· have accepted it (because prior consent was given in R017 section 14).


· Points 9.2 (instalment) and 9.6 (pre-payment) state amounts (in your currency) in decimal figures. Do not include the symbol for your currency.  For example: ‘200.50’ to indicate whole + part numbers or ‘200.00’ to indicate a whole number and not ‘€200.50’ or ‘€200.00’.


· Point 9.3 (number of instalments) state the number in figures.  For example: ‘10’ not ‘ten’.


Section 10.  Recovery of the claim:

Use this section if the claim has been recovered in part or fully.  


· Point 10.3 Where the claim has not been paid in full tick the relevant box to indicate: “further recovery action has ceased” or “continues”.

SED R036: ‘Provision of additional information’

Purpose of the R036:

Use of R036 in this BF is optional.  It is only used to provide a response to an R018 request for:


· further information; or

· a decision on whether a proposal for payment by instalment is acceptable.

Section 1. Case numbers:


Both data items are mandatory.


· Point 1.1 insert the case number that you provided in R017 at point 1.1

· Point 1.2 insert the case number provided in R018 point 1.1.

Section 2. Reply concerns:


This section is mandatory.


Tick the relevant box: “person” or “employer”.


Section 3. Person:


This section repeats the information sent in R017 section 6.  The information at points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if the request concerns a person.  Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but is to be provided if available at points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.8.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  This is the number you used on the R017.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.7.1 to 3.1.7.5 if you have the information.


· Point 3.1.8.2 insert the PIN if one was provided in R018 point 3.1.8.1.

· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


This section can be repeated for cases involving an employer with more than one employee listed in the R017.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if the reply concerns an employer.  It repeats information sent in R017 section 8.

· Sub-section 4.2 “employer identification number in the sending institution” provides a number of options.  Use the number provided by your institution in R017 sub-section 8.3.

· Point 4.3 insert the employer number if this was provided in R018 sub-section 4.2.


Section 5. Instalment:

Complete this section to reply to the question in R018 section 9 about whether the proposed payments by instalment are acceptable.


· Sub-section 5.2 if the proposal is not acceptable, suggest acceptable terms.

· Points 5.2.1 and 5.2.5 insert amounts in decimal figures.  Do not include the symbol for your currency.  For example: ‘200.50’ to indicate whole + part numbers or ‘200.00’ to indicate a whole number and not ‘€200.50’ or ‘€200.00’.


· Point 5.2.2 (number of instalments) state the number in figures.  For example ‘10’ not ‘ten’.


· Point 5.2.5 (pre-payment) include an amount if your administrative practice is to require an initial payment with the proposal.

Section 6. Additional Information Requested:

Complete this section to reply to a request in R018 section 8.


R004 ‘Notification of payment’

This SED is optional.  It is used after the R018 reply when payment in full or in part (including payment by instalment) is being transferred.  Depending on the circumstances of the case more than one notification can be sent.  Each notification will have a different date.  

Purpose of SED R004: 


It is not a request nor an answer sent to another institution. Its purpose is to notify another institution about a payment made following offsetting action. When you send the R004 the payment should have been transferred. 

Using SED R004 usually ends the proceedings in the R-series of business flows, unless it is used to notify one of a series of payments. 

If having received the R004 the receiving institution requires further clarification (for example because there is a discrepancy between the amounts due and amount paid) this is to be made using the horizontal SEDs H001-H002 within a separate H BF

Tip: In the case of a series of payments each notification will have a different date. However, it may be useful to identify a series of paper notifications as follows: R004A (the first) R004B (the second) and so on.   

The guidelines below concern parts of the SED R004 that require further clarification or have not been explained in the Explanatory note.

Section 2. Reason for payment: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the relevant box to show whether the payment concerns:  “recovery of contributions” or “recovery of overpaid benefits”.

Section 3. Person concerned: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the box for: “person” or “employer”.

"Person" refers to: an insured individual, an employee, unemployed individual or the beneficiary of a self-employed debtor. In this case, please fill in sub-section 3.2.

· Point 3.2.1.4 the sex of the person is to be marked "unknown" where the institution does not have this information.


· Point 3.2.2.1 nationality is also to be completed for persons who have refugee status or who are stateless persons.

"Employer" refers to: a natural or legal person. In this case, please fill in sub-section 3.3.

Section 4. Details of payment 

Section 4 is a repeatable field.  You can cut and paste the section to include more that one payment for the person made to the institution requesting the payment.

· Point 4.1.2 is mandatory “Amount” is the total amount that was transferred (principal amount, interest, together with any other sums).

· Point 4.1.2.2 “Currency” means the currency in which the amount has been transferred.

· Point 4.1.3 first bullet point - “Payment in Full” -  please tick if it concerns a single payment which covers the total due

· Point 4.1.3 second bullet point - “Instalment” – please tick if the payment is a part payment from arrears or to indicate deductions from ongoing payments of benefits under Article 72 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 

· Point 4.1.3 third bullet point - “Final Instalment” - please tick if the payment is the final payment in series of payments. Also tick this box to indicate the last deduction from ongoing payment of benefits.

· Point 4.2  is mandatory “Payment reference number of the applicant Institution” means the number for payment provided by the creditor or applicant institution on the SED requesting payment. This number is required to ensure that the payment can be correctly allocated by the applicant institution.


Section 5. Additional information:

The purpose of this section is to provide any further useful information. This could be used to indicate that the payment is a part payment or further payments can no longer be made.

BF – RECOV No. 8   Contestation under Article 81 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009  

Overview

This article concerns disputes received in the course of recovery procedures.  It does not concern any dispute raised prior to offset or the recovery request.

SEDs of BF – RECOV No 8

There are three SEDs of R-Series in BF 8:


· R019 (Notification of contestation)


· R033 (Reply to notification of contestation)


· R034 (Decision on contestation)


Procedure of BF – RECOV No. 8

Scenario 1


Trigger: The competent body of the Member State of the applicant party receives a contestation of the claim and/or of the instrument permitting enforcement in the course of the recovery procedure in the requested state.

Applicant Party




Requested Party




SED R019 Notification of contestation 



SED R033 Reply to notification of contestation   



SED R034 Decision on contestation 


SED R019 Notification of contestation 

Notification of the date of contestation – Article 81(1) and 

Request – Article 81(2) second sub-paragraph - to take:


- precautionary measures; or 


- recovery action; or 


- suspend action on the contested claim.

SED R033 Reply to notification of contestation

Information concerning further recovery – Article 81(2):


- impossibility of recovering contested claims according to national legislation; or


- continuation of the recovery procedure; or

- suspension of the recovery procedure. 

R034 Decision on contestation 

Information on the decision– Article 81 (2) first sub-paragraph:


· in favour of the applicant party or the debtor;


· claim withdrawn or reduced and impact on recovery;


· and if claim reduced the revised amount.

Scenario 2


Trigger: The requested party receives a notification by the party concerned of a contestation of the claim and/or of the instrument permitting enforcement brought before the competent body of the Member State of the applicant party


Applicant Party




Requested Party




SED R019 Notification of contestation 



SED R033 Reply to notification of contestation 



SED R034 Decision on contestation 

This scenario is very similar to the first, but in this case the requested party is notified.

SED R019 Notification of contestation 

Notification of the date of contestation – Article 81(1) and 


Information of:


-     suspension of the enforcement procedure  – Article 81 (2) first sentence or


· precautionary measures to be taken for the contested claim or


· other request for instruction.

SED R033 Reply to notification of contestation 

Request – Article 81 (2) second sub-paragraph for:


· precautionary measures or


· other action.

SED R034 Decision on contestation 


Information on the decision– Article 81 (2) first sub-paragraph:


· in favour of the applicant party or the debtor;


· claim withdrawn or reduced and impact on recovery;


· and if claim reduced the revised amount.

Scenario 3


Trigger: The requested party receives a notification by the party concerned of the contestation of its enforcement measures


Applicant Party




Requested Party




SED R019 Notification of contestation 



SED R033 Reply to notification of contestation 



SED R034 Decision on contestation 

In this scenario information goes to the applicant party.  A reaction from the applicant party is only necessary if it knows about facts which could be helpful in the contestation procedure in the Member State of the requested party.

SED R019 Notification of contestation 

Information on the date of contestation of enforcement measures – Article 81 (3); and

Information on the consequences of this contestation on:


· suspension of proceedings; or

· continuation of proceedings; or

· taking of precautionary measures. 

SED R033 Reply to notification of contestation

Additional information - “help” by the applicant party in the contestation procedure 

SED R034 Decision on contestation 

Result of the contestation; and whether recovery can be continued or has to be extinct.

SED R019 Notification of contestation

Purpose of the R019:

This SED may be used by either the applicant or the requested party to inform the other party of contestation by the debtor.  It is used by the institution that has been informed of the contestation.

Section 1. Case numbers


· Point 1.1 is mandatory.  Insert your case number.

· Point 1.2 insert the case number of the receiving institution if it has already been provided.

Section 2. Notification of contestation concerns:


This section is mandatory.  Tick one of the boxes: “person” or “employer”.

Section 3. Person:


The information in points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if your notification concerns a person. Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but should be provided if available in points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.7.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.8.1 to 3.1.8.5 if you have the information.

· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your request concerns an employer.


· Point 4.2 insert your “employer identification number”

· Point 4.3 insert the ‘employer identification number’ of the receiving institution if it has already been provided.

Section 5. Contestation:



This section is mandatory.


· Point 5.3 the requested institution may tick more than one box if appropriate.  The applicant institution may only tick the first box.  Tip: The debtor may only contest the enforcement action of the requested institution directly with that institution and not by contacting the applicant party.


· Point 5.4 say why the claim is contested. 


· Point 5.5 indicate whether the document contesting the claim is attached.  The contestation is to be made in writing.  In most cases a copy will have been provided to the party notified of the contestation.  If there is no document attached you can give the reason in the comment at point 5.4.


Section 6. Impact of contestation: 

This section is in two parts:


a) Sub-section 6.1 is mandatory  if the applicant party has been notified of the contestation

· Point 6.1.1 tick one of the boxes to indicate the action you wish the requested party to take.

· If you request recovery action and the contestation is subsequently favourable to the debtor, your institution could be liable for reimbursement of any sums recovered together with compensation due to the debtor.

· If you select the “other” box (for example because you want the requested party to suspend enforcement action until a decision on the contestation has been made) state the action to be taken in point 6.1.2.


b) Sub-section 6.2 is mandatory if the requested party has been notified.


· Point 6.2.1 tick the boxes to indicate the action you have taken.  You may tick more than one box.  For example to say that “recovery action has been suspended as recovery of the claim is not possible as long as it is contested” and that “precautionary measures cannot be taken”.


· Point 6.2.2 if you ticked the “other” box, complete this point.  For example you may use it to ask the applicant party to inform you of action they wish you to take.

SED R033 ‘Reply to notification of contestation’


Purpose of the R033:

This SED is optional. You do not need to acknowledge receipt of the R019 notification. Use this SED if you need to reply to the notification.  For example as:


· Requested party to inform the applicant party on enforcement action permitted or not permitted under your laws and administrative practice when a claim is contested.

· Applicant party to request precautionary measures (if not already requested in an R019) or to request ‘other’ action. You may for example use ‘other’ if you know about facts that could help the requested party in the contestation procedures.

Section 1. Case numbers


· Point 1.1 is mandatory insert your case number.

· Point 1.2 insert the case number of the receiving institution if you have it.

Section 2. Reply to notification of contestation concerns:


This section is mandatory.  Tick one of the boxes: “person” or “employer”.

Section 3. Person:


The information in points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if your reply concerns a person.  Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but should be provided if available at points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.7.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.8.1 to 3.1.8.5 if you have the information.

· Point 3.1.7.2 insert the PIN of the receiving institution if it has already been provided.

· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your request concerns an employer.  


· Point 4.2 Insert your “employer identification number”

· Point 4.3 Insert the ‘employer identification number’ of the receiving institution if it has already been provided.  

Section 5. Response from requested institution:


Only complete this section if you are the requested party.


Section 6. Response from the applicant institution:



Only complete this section if you are the applicant party.

R034 ‘Decision on contestation’


Purpose of the R034:

This SED is used by 

a) the applicant party to notify:

· the outcome of the contestation against its claim or its instrument permitting enforcement;

· the impact of the decision on further enforcement; and 

· the revised amount if the claim has been reduced following the dispute.

b) the requested party to notify 

· the outcome of the contestation against its instrument permitting enforcement or enforcement action; 

· the impact of the decision on further enforcement. 

Section 1. Case numbers



This section is mandatory

· Point 1.1 insert your case number.

· Point 1.2 insert the case number of the receiving institution.

Section 2. Decision on contestation concerns:


This section is mandatory.

Tick one of the boxes: “person” or “employer”.

Section 3. Person:


The information in points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if your reply concerns a person. Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but should be provided if available at points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.7.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.8.1 to 3.1.8.5 if you have the information.

· Point 3.1.7.2 insert the PIN of the receiving institution if it has already been provided.


· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your request concerns an employer.


· Point 4.2 Insert your “employer identification number”

· Point 4.3 Insert the “employer identification number” of the receiving institution if it has already been provided.

Section 5. Result of contestation:


· Point 5.1 is mandatory.  Tick the appropriate box.  Also complete point 5.2 if the “other” box is ticked.


Section 6.  Impact of decision:


· Point 6.1 is mandatory.  Tick the appropriate box.  Also complete point 6.2 if the “other” box is ticked. 


Section 7.  Reduction of claim:


Only complete this section if you are the applicant party and the claim is reduced.


· Sub-section 7.1 insert your national currency and that of the receiving institution.


· Point 7.2 insert the figures: 0.00000.if the national currency for your Member State and that of the other Member State is Euro (EUR) 


The exchange rate can be repeated.  If neither your national currency nor that of the requested institution is Euro (EUR) you may have to convert your currency into Euro and then from Euro into the currency of the requested institution.  Indicate both exchange rates using the format displayed on the European Central Bank exchange rate website.  For example: Exchange rate Danish Krone (DKK) to Euro (EUR) is 7.4520 and British Pound (GBP) to Euro EUR is 0.84745.  Use the rate that applies at the time and date the R017 request is sent.  The exchange rates are published and are usually updated by 3pm daily by the European Central Bank (CEB).


BF – RECOV No. 9   Final statements on results of recovery and reimbursement under Article 85 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009  

Overview


Normally recovery is to be free of charge to the applicant party.  However, this article provides for both parties to agree for the applicant party to pay the recovery costs/losses of the requested party if recovery poses a specific problem or concerns a very large amount of costs; or where recovery action is deemed unfounded.  It is not to be used to recover normal costs that are not recovered from nor recoverable from the debtor.

Reimbursement can only take place where the following conditions are satisfied:


· “where recovery poses a specific problem or concerns a very large amount in costs, the applicant and the requested parties may agree on reimbursement arrangements specific to the cases in question.” (Article 85(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.)


· Where costs and losses are incurred “as the result of actions held to be unfounded, as far as either the substance of the claim or the validity of the instrument issued by the applicant party is concerned.”  (Article 85(3) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009.)

SEDs of BF – RECOV No. 9

There are three SEDs of the R-Series in BF 9


· R028 (Request for reimbursement of costs)


· R029 (Reply to request for reimbursement of costs)


· R004 (Notification of payment)


Procedure of BF – RECOV No. 9


Scenario 1


Trigger: Following a request to recover a debt, the requested party finds that recovery poses a specific problem or is likely to result in a very large amount of costs that may not be recovered from the debtor.

Applicant Party




Requested Party

SED R028 Request for reimbursement of costs – provisional request




SED R029 Reply to request for reimbursement of costs – provisional reply



SED R028 Request for reimbursement of costs – final request



SED R029 Reply to request for reimbursement of costs – final reply



SED R004 Notification of payment

In this scenario the R028 ‘Request for reimbursement’ is sent by the requested party to the applicant party.  It can be used as either a provisional request or a final request.

Provisional requests will contain details of estimated costs and perhaps risk of losses if recovery action continues and the action is either not successful or if successful the costs are not recovered from the debtor.  This will usually be the only possible means of recovery but at a very high cost or risk that it may not be successful. The applicant party will be asked to confirm that it accepts responsibility to pay these costs and perhaps losses if recovery action continues and they cannot be recovered from the debtor.  If the applicant party does not accept responsibility the BF will normally cease because no further recovery action is possible.

Tip: In these cases a provisional request should be sent before further costs and losses are incurred.  If the applicant party does not accept liability to pay the costs and losses, it will be for the requested party to decide whether they are willing to accept the risk of costs not being paid or possible further losses or claims for compensation if the action is not successful, or whether further recovery action is not possible.

Final requests will contain details of any actual costs not recovered from the debtor or actual costs and losses incurred if the recovery action was not successful where the applicant party has already accepted liability to such costs and losses.

The R029 ‘Reply to request for reimbursement of costs’ can be used by the applicant party twice: to reply to a provisional request or to reply to a final request.

SED R028

a) Provisional request with estimated costs and/or potential losses that may not be recovered and requests agreement to accept liability for payment if not recovered.

b) Final request listing actual costs and/or losses and the amount to be reimbursed to the Requested Party.


SED R029:

a) Acceptance or rejection of liability for future costs and/or potential losses.

b) Acceptance of costs and/or losses, or reasoned statement in case of rejection (annexed to the SED) 


SED R004: 
Notification of payment 

Scenario 2


Trigger: Following the request to recover a debt the requested party incurred costs and losses as a result of actions deemed to be unfounded for which the applicant party remains liable.

Note: Action is not considered unfounded, where the claim was valid when the request was made and where on receipt of new information from the debtor the position changes.  

Applicant Party




Requested Party




SED R028 Request for reimbursement of costs 




SED R029 Reply to request for reimbursement of costs 



SED R004 Notification of payment 

In this scenario:


R028 is sent by the requested party to the applicant party to ask for payment of actual costs and losses incurred.  The request could also include an estimate of costs or losses that have not yet been finalised.  In this case a second R028 would need to be sent to confirm the actual amounts previously estimated 


R029 is sent by the applicant party to accept liability for the costs and /or losses; or to provide a reasoned statement for rejection.

SED R028: ‘Request for reimbursement of costs’

Purpose of the SED R028

It may be used to:


· alert the applicant party to estimated future costs and /or potential losses and to seek agreement to liability if the costs are not recovered and/or losses are claimed as the result of an unsuccessful action.


· seek agreement to liability for costs and/or losses for actions deemed to be unfounded 

· seek reimbursement of costs and/or losses where liability has been agreed.

Section 1. Case numbers:



This section is mandatory

· Point 1.1 insert your case number.

· Point 1.2 insert the case number of the receiving institution.  This will have been provided in the R017 at point 1.1.


Section 2. Request concerns:


This section is mandatory.


Tick one of the boxes: “person” or “employer”.

Section 3. Person:


The information in points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex is mandatory if your reply a person.  Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but should be provided if available at points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.7.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.8.1 to 3.1.8.5 if you have the information.

· Point 3.1.7.2 insert the PIN of the receiving institution if it has already been provided.


· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your request concerns an employer.


· Point 4.2 Insert your “employer identification number”

· Point 4.3 Insert the “employer identification number” of the receiving institution if it has already been provided in the R017.

Section 5. Reason for request:



Tick the relevant box:

· Tick the first box – Article 85(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 if the recovery poses a specific problem or a very large amount of costs 


· Tick the second box – Article 85(3) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 if recovery action is held to be unfounded.


Section 6. Actual costs and /or losses

This section is to be completed when the costs and/or losses are known. For example where you have incurred costs were the recovery action is held to be unfounded.

· Point 6.3 you may tick more than one box.

· Point 6.4 allows you to provide any other information.  For example to confirm that these are costs which were previously estimated in an earlier provisional request.

Section 7. Estimated costs and/or losses

This section is to be completed where the costs are not yet known. For example where recovery poses a specific problem or a very large amount of costs and you want the applicant institution to agree that it will pay any actual costs (if they are not paid by the debtor) before taking further action. In these cases you will need to estimate the costs and any potential losses such as compensation payment to the debtor if such claims are payable under your national legislation.  

You may also complete this section for further estimated costs in cases where the recovery action is held to be unfounded. 


· Point 7.3 you may tick more than one box

· Point 6.4 allows you to provide any other information.  For example to explain that in addition to the actual costs detailed in section 6 there will be further costs for which you have provided an estimate which will be confirmed in a further SED.


Section 8.  Bank details of the sending institution:


The following points are mandatory: 8.1 (bank name); 8.2 (IBAN) 8.3 (BIC) and 8.5 Payment reference for transfer.


· Point 8.5 the purpose of this number is to ensure that the person or employer for whom a bank payment is sent can be identified by the receiving institution.


· Point 8.6.1 is to include the street and number.


Section 9.  Request:


· Point 9.1 is mandatory.  In most cases only one box will be ticked.  But in appropriate cases you may need to tick both.


· Point 9.2 concerning you deadline for reply is to be completed in case of estimates concerning cases where recovery poses a specific problem or a very large amount of costs.


Section 10.  Attachments:


This section is to be completed to list an attachments and to explain the purpose of those attachments.


SED R029: ‘Reply to request for reimbursement of costs’ 

Purpose of the SED R029:


It may be used by the applicant party to advise:


· Rejection of liability to estimated future costs and potential losses – in this case the recovery action ceases if it has not started 


· Acceptance of liability to estimated future costs and potential losses – in this case the recovery action continues and if costs are not recovered from the debtor or if losses are incurred the applicant party is required to reimburse the actual costs and/or losses.


· Acceptance of actual costs and/or losses.


· Reasons for rejection of actual costs and/or losses.

· Acceptance to liability for costs and/or losses for actions deemed to be unfounded


· Reasons for rejection of costs and/or losses for actions deemed to be unfounded


Section 1. Case numbers:



Points 1.1 and 1.2 are mandatory

Section 2. Request concerns:


This section is mandatory.


Tick one of the boxes: “person” or “employer”.

Section 3. Person:


· Points 3.1.1 to 3.1.4 name, birth date and sex are mandatory if your reply concerns a person. Where the request concerns an employer you may provide information about the insured person(s) (employee(s)). The ‘person’ section can be repeated if you wish to provide details of more than one insured person (employee).

Other information in section 3 is optional, but should be provided if available at points 3.1.5 to 3.1.6 and 3.2.1.


· Point 3.1.7.1 insert the Personal Identification Number (PIN) for the person.  If you do not have a PIN for the person, complete points 3.1.8.1 to 3.1.8.5 if you have the information.

· Point 3.1.7.2 insert the PIN of the receiving institution if it has already been provided.


· Point 3.2.1 can be repeated if the person has dual nationality.


Section 4. Employer:


This section is mandatory if your request concerns an employer.


· Point 4.2 Insert your “employer identification number”

· Point 4.3 Insert the “employer identification number” of the receiving institution.

Section 5. Reply:


· Point 5.1 is mandatory:

· Tick the first box – Article 85(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 if the recovery poses a specific problem or a very large amount of costs 


· Tick the second box – Article 85(3) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 if recovery action is held to be unfounded.

· Point 5.2 is mandatory.  In most cases only one box needs to be ticked.  But you may tick more than one box if appropriate


· Point 5.3 if you do not accept the request to reimburse actual or estimated costs provide the reason.  Please note that in some cases this will mean that no further recovery action is possible and the BF will be closed.


Section 6.  Additional information:


This section is to be completed if you wish to provide further information.


SED R004 ‘Notification of payment’

Purpose of SED R004: 


It is not a request nor an answer sent to another institution. Its purpose is to notify another institution about a payment made following agreement to reimbursement. When you send the R004 the payment should have been transferred. 

Using SED R004 usually ends the proceedings in the R-series of business flows, unless it is used to notify one of a series of payments. 

If having received the R004 the receiving institution requires further clarification (for example because there is a discrepancy between the amounts due and amount paid) this is to be made using the horizontal SEDs H001-H002 within a separate H BF.

The guidelines below concern parts of the SED R004 that require further clarification or have not been explained in the Explanatory note.

Section 2. Reason for payment: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the box to show the payment concerns reimbursement of costs.  

Section 3. Person concerned: 

This section is mandatory. Tick the box for: person or employer.

"Person" refers to: an insured individual, an employee, unemployed individual or the beneficiary of a self-employed debtor. In this case, please fill in sub-section 3.2.

· Point 3.2.1.4 the sex of the person is to be marked "unknown" where the institution does not have this information.


· Point 3.2.2.1 nationality is also to be completed for persons who have refugee status or who are stateless persons.

"Employer" refers to: a natural or legal person. In this case, please fill in sub-section 3.3.

Section 4. Details of payment 

Section 4 is a repeatable field.  You can cut and paste the section to include more that one payment for the person made to the institution requesting the payment.

· Point 4.1.2 is mandatory “Amount” is the total amount that was transferred (principal amount, interest, together with any other sums).

· Point 4.1.2.2 “Currency” means the currency in which the amount has been transferred.

· Point 4.1.3 first bullet point - “Payment in Full” -  please tick if it concerns a single payment which covers the total due

· Point 4.1.3 second bullet point - “Instalment” – please tick if the payment is a part payment from arrears or to indicate deductions from ongoing payments of benefits under Article 72 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. 

· Point 4.1.3 third bullet point - “Final Instalment” - please tick if the payment is the final payment in series of payments. Also tick this box to indicate the last deduction from ongoing payment of benefits.

· Point 4.2 is mandatory “Payment reference number of the applicant Institution” means the number for payment provided by the creditor or applicant institution on the SED requesting payment. This number is required to ensure that the payment can be correctly allocated by the applicant institution.


Section 5. Additional information:

The purpose of this section is to provide any further useful information. This could be used to indicate that the payment is a part payment or further payments can no longer be made.

Horizontal SEDs


In addition to the SEDs specific to each sector, the Administrative Commission has also approved a series of Horizontal SEDs which have a generic functionality. These SEDs and their associated Business Flows can be used in any sector, whenever there is a business need to do so.


The Horizontal SEDs and associated Business Flows are described in the Horizontal SEDs Guidelines. A brief description of these SEDs is given below for ease of reference:


		SED

		Purpose

		Comment



		H001

		Request for information/additional information 

		



		H002

		Reply to request for information

		



		

		

		



		H003

		Proposal/Notification on state of residence

		



		H004

		Reply to proposal on state of residence/Disagreement with decision on state of residence

		



		H005

		Request for information on residence

		



		H006

		Reply to request for information on residence 

		



		

		

		



		H020

		Claim for reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		



		H021

		Reply to Claim for reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		



		

		

		



		H030

		Claim for Death Grant

		



		

		

		



		H040

		Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit

		



		

		

		



		H061

		Send Personal Identity Number (usage not yet finalised)

		



		H062

		(Confirm Personal Identity Number)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		H063

		(Request for Additional Information on Identification)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		H064

		(Reply to request for Additional Information on Identification)

		Not approved at the date of issuing these guidelines



		

		

		



		H065

		Transmission of claim/document/information

		



		H066

		Reply to transmission of claim/document/information

		





ANNEX I – Flows table 


The flows table is available on Circa in the following location:

http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/recovery&vm=detailed&sb=Title


ANNEX II – Correlation table

The correlation table is available on Circa in the following location:

http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/recovery&vm=detailed&sb=Title


ANNEX III – Glossary of terms

The short glossary list below is complemented by the EESSI Business Glossary, available on the following location of the European Commission's website: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=869.

		Term

		Short explanation






		AC

		Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems (art.71 Regulation (EC) no 883/2004).



		AP (Access Point)

		National gateway for multiple institutions to the EESSI network. 



		Counterparty 



		The recipient of the query/notification and the sender of the reply within a message exchange. 



		EESSI

		Electronic Exchange of Social Security Information



		Flow (or Business Flow)

		A flow is composed several SEDs and it was defined to serve a specific communication need.


A flow captures a predefined conversation pattern where the SEDs which are included in the flow are the messages that the conversation partners exchange between each other. 


Different SEDs are exchanged in different flows depending on the purpose of the flow.



		Flow owner

		The institution responsible for the flow and which initiates the flow. The flow owner is the one who can close a flow that it has opened. 



		Horizontal flows

		Flows that are not sector specific: they refer to certain information exchanges that are potentially relevant for all social security sectors.



		MD (Master Directory)

		An electronic directory (database) of all institutions registered in EESSI for all EESSI Member States.



		Member State

		EESSI Member State (EU countries and EFTA countries: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland )



		Originator

		The institution which opens a flow by sending a SED to another institution(s). The originator is always the owner institution as well.



		PIN

		Personal Identification Number is a number or marking that uniquely identifies the person it refers to in the institution.



		Recovery flows

		Flows that are used to process recovery and offsetting issues.



		SED

		SED stands for: Structured Electronic Data. 


An SED is an electronic message, with predefined data fields, which is exchanged in the EESSI system by the Member States in order to convey information from one to another.


Article 1, point 2 (d) of Regulation (EC) no 987/2009 defines the Structured Electronic Document as "any structured document in a format designed for the electronic exchange of information between Member States". 


During the transitional period, paper version of the SEDs can be used. 



		WEBIC

		WEBIC stands for: Web User Interface.


WEBIC is a software developed by the European Commission and installed in the Member States. This application allows clerks to exchange social security information and therefore send and receive EESSI messages. Member States can use WEBIC to process their cases or they can build a national application for this purpose. National applications should include the same functions as WEBIC. When this guideline refers to WEBIC, it applies also to the national applications.
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Correlation table

		SECTOR		BUSINESS FLOW
NUMBER + NAME		SEDs
NUMBER + NAME		ARTICLE IN IMPLEMENTING
REGULATION		DESCRIPTION OF
BUSINESS FLOW
(meaning + purpose)		REMARKS
ON SEDs

		Overpayments Group		BF1 -  Off-setting overpaid benefits		R001 - Request for deductions from arrears/  ongoing payments		Article 72(1)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Institution finds that it has overpaid benefits in the past and an institution in another member state pays benefits.  The two institutions exchange information about the available amounts and the type of benefit where deduction can take place under their national legislation.		Applicant institution sends R001: - a) provisional request not to pay out any arrears and that further information will follow OR b) request with details of the benefit paid in excess.  (If a provisional request is sent a second R001 has to be sent with all the missing detail).

						R002 - Reply to request for deductions from arrears  /ongoing payments		Article 72(1)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Requested institution replies using R002: a) no deductions possible  OR b) that it has arrears available OR c) ongoing payments available OR d) arrears and ongoing payments available AND whether these will / will not be sufficient to offset the benefits overpaid.

						R003 - Decision on deductions		Article 72(1)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Where deductions are possible the applicant institution sends R003 decision to accept OR reject the proposed deduction from arrears/ ongoing payments made in the  R002.If deductions are not possible the applicant institution can send R003 to state it´s acceptance.

						R004 - Notification of payment		Articles 72,73,78,80 or 85  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Where deductions are possible the requested institution notifies the applicant institution using the R004 of  payment transferred and whether it is: payment in full / in part / an instalment.

				BF2 - Off-setting overpaid pensions		R005 - Request for arrears		Article 72(2)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Institution finds that it has overpaid pensions in the past and an institution in another member state pays benefits		Applicant institution sends R005: - a) provisional request not to pay out any pension arrears and that further information will follow OR b) request with details of the pension paid in excess.  (If a provisional request is sent a second R005 has to be sent with all the missing detail)

						R006 - Reply to arrears		Article 72(2)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Requested institution replies using R006: a) there are no arrears OR b) there is a corresponding benefit which could be off-set OR c) amount of arrears, the start and end date of the period AND whether the arrears have been paid.

						R004 - Notification of payment		Article72,73,78,80 or 85  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Where arrears/corresponding benefit are available the requested  institution notifies the applicant institution using R004 of  payment made and whether it is: payment in full / in part /an instalment.

				BF3 - Off-setting provisonally paid benefits		R008 - Request for reimbursement of provisionally paid benefits		Article 73(1)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		An instititution which has provisionally paid benefits finds out which institution is competent to grant a benefit.  The two institutions exchange information about the amount of benefit provisionally paid by one and amounts available for off-set  by the other.		This flow should be preceded by a legislation applicable flow on notification of competence F A-002.                                            The applicant institution sends R008 - a statement of the benefits it has paid provisonally and requests information about arrears or ongoing payments available from the requested institution for off-set.

						R009 - Reply with information on provisionally payable benefits		Article 73(1)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Requested institution sends R009 to say whether there is  a corresponding provsionally paid benefit for off-set, OR whether another institution is competent.  Or whether there are any arrears due OR whether amount can only be off-set from ongoing payments OR whether off-set from arrears and from ongoing payments can be made.

						R004 - Notification of payment		Articles 72,73,78,80 or 85  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Where arrears/corresponding benefit are available the requested  institution notifies the applicant institution using R004 of  payment made and whether it is: payment in full / in part /an instalment.

				BF4 - Off-setting provisionally received contributions		R010 - Request for reimbursement of contributions provisionally paid		Article 73(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		An institution finds out that it is competent to  received contributions which have been paid provisionally to another.  The two institutions exchange information about the amount of contributions due to the one and the amount provisionally received by the other that are available for off-set.		This flow should be preceded by a legislation applicable flow on notification of competence F A-002.                           The applicant institution sends R010 - a request for reimbursement of contributions which were provisonally paid to the requested institution.

						R011 - Reply with amount of reimbursable contributions		Article 73(2) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Requested institution sends R011 to say whether it has any provisionally paid contributions for off-set and  - if there any contributions -  provides detailed information about the amount and - in case of higher amount than the requested one - whether any part is to be repaid to the individual or contributions payer after the off-set.

						R004 - Notification of payment		Articles 72,73,78,80 or 85  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Where there is an overpayment available the requested institution notifies the applicant institution using R004 of  payment made and whether it is: payment in full or in part .

				BF5 - Request for information		R012 - Request for information		Article 76  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Institution needs information from another member state institution to effectively recover its debt (claim).  The request for information is in relation to established debts.  The provisions on administrative thresholds for recovery requests apply.		Applicant institution sends R012 request for information about: the person or employer concerned;  their income; benefits received; or assets for recovery etc.

						R014 - Reply to request for information		Article 76  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Revised R014 combines former R013 - Deny information and R014 - Reply. R013 now deleted		Requested institution sends R014 response a) with the requested information OR b)states that the required information is denied & reason OR c) not available  OR d) cannot be provided in a reasonable time.

				BF6 - Request for notification		R015 - Request for notification		Article 77  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Institution needs to notify an instrument or a decision to an addressee in another member state to effectively recover its debt (claim).  The provisions on administrative thresholds for recovery requests apply.		Applicant institution sends R015 request for notification of an instrument or decision to the person or employer concerned.  The request specifies whether the document must be notified to the addressee in person  or can be notified otherwise (by post to the debtor's address) and the deadline for notification.

						R016 - Reply to request for notification		Article 77  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Requested institution sends R016 reply stating a) when and how the requested document was notified OR b) that the notification was not made - because it could not be made to the addressee in person or provides other reasons.

				BF7 -  Request for recovery		R017 - Request for recovery / precautionary measures		Articles 75,78, 79, 80, 81(2), 82,83, 84 or 90 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Institution needs another member state to recover its debt (claim) because the steps it has already taken will not result in recovery of the full amount		Applicant institution sends R017 request for either recovery OR precautionary measures. The request is accompanied by the Instrument(s) Permitting Enforcement produced by the applicant institution.  The debt is stated in the national currency of the applicant and the requested institutions;  the relevant exchange rate(s) ; other information about the claim and the person are provided.  In addition the applicant institution advises whether: instalment proposals are acceptable without further consultation.

						R018 - Reply to request for recovery / precautionary measures		Articles 78, 80(2), 81(2), 83 or 84  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				Requested institution sends R018 reply stating a) why the request cannot be recovered OR b) what missing information is needed OR c) details of the debtor's proposed instalment payment plan for agreement / information OR d) that the amount has been recovered in full / in part and if recovered in part whether further recovery action is / is not possible.

						R036 - Request for further information		Art icles 78, 80(2), 81(2), 82,83 or 84  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				If the information received on R018 is not sufficient, applicant institution sends R036 where a further reply is required to: a) provide missing information OR b) state whether the proposed instalment payment plan is / is not acceptable

						R025 - Notification of  reduction/ withdrawl of claim		Article 78(5)   of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Revised R025 combines former R025, R026 and R027.  R026 and R027 now deleted.		The applicant institution sends R025 to notify the requested institution IF its claim is withdrawn or reduced.    This withdrawal or reduction of the claim is not the result of contestation.  It may be the result of payment made direct to the applicant institution .  If the claim is reduced recovery  continues on the reduced amount.  Responses concerning recovery action are provided using R018.

						R004 - Notification of payment		Articles 72,73,78,80 or 85  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				The requested institution notifies the applicant institution of any payment made and whether it is: payment in full / in part / an instalment

				BF 8 - Contestation		R019 - Notification of contestation		Article 81  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		A debtor contests a claim for recovery sent under business flow (BF) 7.  BF8 may interrupt BF7 at any stage.  The debtor may contest with the applicant OR the requested institution a) the claim or the instrument permitting enforcment issued by the applicant institution;  OR b) with the requested institution the method of enforcement or any additional/replacement instrument permitting enforcement.     The institution notified of the contestation informs the other institution of the reason for the contestation; the impact and further action and/ or requests further instruction.  The two institutions exchange further information as necessary  in the interim and finally the one considering the contestation advises on the outcome. Revised R019 combines  SEDs R019 to R022 inclusive.  R023 contained no data items.   R020 to R023 inclusive now deleted.		R019 is sent by the applicant or the requested institution to notify the other instiitution of the contestation; the impact on further recovery/precautionary action ; and/or request guidance on further action until a decision on the contestation is made.

						R033 - Reply to notification of contestation		Article 81  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				R033 provides options for response: on further action requested or on whether further action requested is possible.

						R034 Decision on contestation		Article 81  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Revised R034 combines former R024 and R034. R024 now deleted.		R034 is sent by the institution reviewing the contestation to notify  the other institution of the outcome: claim withdrawn; claim reduced; claim confirmed; contestation of enforcment successful or unsuccessful.

				BF9 - Reimbursement of costs		R028 - Request for reimbursement of Costs		Articles 85(2) or 85(3)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		BF9 may interrupt BF7 at any stage. The requested institution wishes to recover from the applicant institution a)  reimbursement of costs/potential losses in problem cases where these have been incurred and have not recovered from the debtor OR b) recovery of costs/losses were the recovery action was deemed to be unfounded.  Revised R028 combines R028 and R030.		R028 is sent by the requested institution (ie who has been asked to recover a claim) to the applicant institution.  R028 is used to seek a) prior agreement to reimbursement of potential costs/losses OR b) recovery of actual costs/losses were recovery action was unfounded. In the case of a) prior agreement on estimated amounts,  a second R028 is sent to confirm the actual costs/losses if incurred.

						R029 - Reply to request for reimbursement of costs		Articles 85(2) or 85(3)  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009		Revised R029 combines R029 and R031. R031 now deleted.		R029 is sent by the applicant to advise on acceptance or rejection of liaiblity for the costs and losses

						R004- Notification of payment		Articles 72,73,78,80 or 85  of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009				The applicant institution notifies the requested institution of any  payment made to reimburse costs/losses.
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szybkiea:
in the Polish version of R014 there is not possible (no boxes) to  explain that it cannot be provided in a reasonable time. I don't know if it is wrong translation or not. Find attached R014 translation PL, where in point 5 there is not "razsadny termin" wording.
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Updates 14-02-2011

		

				Version 1.1 of the document contains the folowing updates compared to version 1.0 of the document, released on 08/11/2010:

		ü 		In the remarks column for R008, the reference to F A008 is corrected to reference to F A002, therefore the first phrase states: This flow should be preceded by a legislation applicable flow on notification of competence F A-002.

		ü 		In the remarks column for R010, the correct reference is made to F A002, therefore the first phrase states: This flow should be preceded by a legislation applicable flow on notification of competence F A-002.

		ü 		In the remarks column for R011, some additional clarifications are brought. Therefore, the initial phrase ("Requested institution sends R011 to say whether it has any provisionally paid contributions for off-set and  - if there any contributions -  provides detailed information about the amount and whether any part is to be repaid to the individual after the off-set) is replaced by the following: "Requested institution sends R011 to say whether it has any provisionally paid contributions for off-set and  - if there any contributions -  provides detailed information about the amount and - in case of higher amount than the requested one - whether any part is to be repaid to the individual or contributions payer after the off-set."

		ü 		In the remarks column for R 015, the syntagm "to the addressee only" is replaced, for clarity purposes, by the syntagm "to the addressee in person".

		ü 		In the remarks column for R036 it is added at the beginning of the phrase the following syntagm: "If the information received on R 018 is not sufficient, ".
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HOW TO USE THE GUIDELINES 


The overall aim of the Guidelines is to provide staff and institutions with general information and guidance concerning the use and completion of the SEDs, in paper or electronic environment. 


While not being exhaustive, the Guidelines form nevertheless a comprehensive foundation on which social security institutions from Member States will be able to base any more detailed instructions they wish to prepare for their staff. 


Each SED is accompanied by a corresponding "Explanatory notes" document, where the main terms used in the SED are explained and instructions for the type of information required are provided. Therefore the guidelines are not to be seen as an exhaustive manual for the completion of the SEDs but only as an additional instrument providing guidance and further information on the completion of certain ”tricky points” from the SEDs. 


In the Guidelines, the use of each Flow and SED is first explained in general terms. By reading this general description, one will be able to acquire an overall picture of the use of each flow and each SED within each flow. 


Following the description of the Flow, there is a short description of each SED. 


These guidelines do not provide an official interpretation of the provisions of the social security regulations (Regulation (EC) no 883/2004 and Regulation (EC) no 987/2009) and any examples of business cases included herewith are solely intended to illustrate the use of the SEDs in certain situations.  

The PDs and the SEDs likely to be associated with their use are also explained. 


A short glossary of generic terms has also been included in these guidelines. 


NOTE: The current guidelines refer to the first version of the SEDs and flows, as approved by the Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems on the 5th of October 2010. The authorised versions of the paper SEDs to be used during the transitional period are available on the European Commission website in the following location: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=868. 


1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF HORIZONTAL BUSINESS FLOWS AND SEDs


There are nine Horizontal Business Flows (F). The Horizontal Business Flows are those which are not sector specific and which would cater for common data exchange needs in more than one sector. 


The Horizontal Flows are named e.g. “F-H001 (Flow Horizontal 001) Exchange of (additional) Information”.


The Horizontal SEDs are transmitted within the Flows, e.g. one or more SEDs can be attributed to one flow. F-H001 for example consists of two SEDs: the H001 (("Request for Information/Additional Information”) and H002 ("Reply to request for information"). 

The Horizontal Flows are the following:


· F-H001 Exchange of (additional) Information


· F-H002 Determination of residence: Disagreement with a decision already taken on residence or Reply to a proposal from F-H003


· F-H003 Determination of residence: Notification of Residence or New Proposal of State of residence in situations of disagreement


· F-H004 Exchange of information on Residence


· F-H005 Reimbursement of Medical Checks


· F-H006 Claim for Death Grant


· F-H007 Claim for Pre-retirement benefit


· F-H008 Exchange of Identification Data -  This Flow and its associated SEDs  will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


· F-H009 Transmission of Claim/Document/Information


2. BUSINESS FLOWS 


2.1. Business Flow H001 - Exchange of (additional) information


General description


F-H001 is the flow for request for information and communication of information based on the general cooperation requirement found in Article 76 Regulation (EC) No 883/2004.


Under Article 76, a person concerned must inform the institutions of the competent Member State and of the Member State of residence as soon as possible of any change in their personal or family situation which affects their right to benefits. This flow is used in the case an institution needs more information or communicates additional information concerning a change in the personal or family situation of the person concerned. It is also used for communicating any useful information regarding the case or event that might influence the right to a benefit. 


It can also be used as a reminder to a a request for information that is not covered by sector SEDs.


F-H001 consists of the following SEDs: 


H001 – Request for information/additional information and  


H002 – Reply to request for information.


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO(S):


1) MS A communicates MS B information about change in circumstances which influences or might influence the right to benefit/amount of the benefit




MS A
MSB


2) MS A requests from MS B any useful information concerning a case or event that was not provided in the initial sector SED because it was not known/available when that SED was originally submitted.




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H002 




MS A
MS B


REMARK:

F-H001 can be used in any sector to complement a sector specific SED.

2.2 Business Flows on Residence (H002, H003, H004)

GENERAL DESCRIPTION


There are three business flows on residence, F-H002, F-H003 and F-H004.  The flows are designed to implement Article 11 of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009. This Article provides guidance on how to determine a person's residence under the new regulations in cases where there is a difference of views between the institutions of two or more Member States on the outcome of the national decisions concerning residence.  


The flows can be used to notify an institution in another Member State of the decision which Member State has should be considered as the Member State of residence under Regulation (EC) No 883/2004, to propose the Member State of residence or to agree on the Member State of residence. 


If a MS disagrees with a decision taken on residence in a sector flow the Member State can use Horizontal SEDs in order to determine the State of residence. By using a Horizontal flow designed to determine residence the MS may find it easier to come to a common agreement as to which Member State should be considered as the State of residence.


Flows H002, H003 and H004 consist of the following SEDs:


H004: Reply to proposal on State of residence/Disagreement with decision on State of Residence


H005: Request for Information on Residence


H006: Reply to request for Information on Residence 


H003: Proposal/Notification of State of Residence


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO:

These flows are mostly used in a combination of flows, when there is a need to resolve a difference of views between Member States concerning where a person is resident. Therefore   in the majority of cases the flow will start with SED H004, with which a state expresses its disagreement with a national decision on residence taken by another Member State. Below is described the most common combination.


Example of usage:


· Step 1): MS A has disagreed with a decision by MS B concerning residence and has sent an SED H004 to MS B for that reason (F-H002). 


· Step 2): MS A also sends an SED H005 "Request for Information on Residence" (F-H004) in order to exchange information on details concerning residence. MS B responds with SED H006 "Reply to Request for Information on Residence" (still F-H004). 


· Step 3): Once MS A has enough information of the elements to determine residence, it can propose on SED H003 (F-H003) which country should be considered to be the State of Residence. MS B replies with an SED H004 (still F-H003) on which it accepts the proposal, makes a new proposal or rejects the proposal completely.


· Step 4): The possible new proposal can be accepted or rejected with SED H004 (F-H002).


F-H002 (disagreement with decision):




MS A
MS B


F-H004 (exchange of information):




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H006 




MS A
MS B


F-H003 (proposal and reply to proposal):




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H004 




MS A
MS B


F-H002 (possible answer to counterproposal):




MS A
MS B


2.2.1 Business Flow H002 – Determination of Residence: disagreement with a decision already taken on residence or reply to a proposal to determine the State of residence made in F-H003


General description


F-H002 is the flow for the notification of disagreement with a decision taken concerning residence. It is based on Article 11 Regulation (EC) 987/2009.


F-H002 is used in situations where a MS has taken a position or decision on residence and another MS disagrees with this determination. In these cases F- H004 can be started either simultaneously by the MS who disagrees or by the MS who receives the notification of the disagreement in H004. If there is a sector specific SED on the basis of which the Member State of residence has been determined, the ID of this SED should be provided, as well as the reason(s) for disagreement.


F-H002 can also be used as a reaction to a proposal to determine the State of residence in F- H003.

2.2.2. Business Flow H003– Determination of Residence: notification of residence or new proposal of state of residence in situations of disagreement


General description


F-H003 is the flow which is used in order to reach an agreement on the State of Residence in situations where there has been a difference of views between the institutions of two or more Member States as referred to in Article 11 Regulation (EC) 987/2009 on which state should be considered as the State of residence.

F-H003 is used after the initial disagreement stated in SED H004 in F-H002 and after the exchange of information using SEDs H005 and H006 in F-H004. In SED H003 one of the Member States concerned proposes the state of residence and the starting date of the proposed residence. Reasons for the proposal should be provided, including information on the starting date, if relevant.


2.2.3. Business Flow H004 – Exchange of information on Residence


General description


F-H004 is the flow for the exchange of information concerning residence. The information to be exchanged based on the elements of residence listed in Article 11 Regulation (EC) 987/2009. The guidance in Article 11(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 consists of a checklist of issues or criteria that can be used in assessing a person's residence

F-H004 can be used either for gathering information for the national decision on residence or for comparing information concerning elements of residence in order to reach an agreement on residence in cases where the Member States concerned have a difference in views. F-H004 can be used alone or combined with F-H002 (where there more information is needed after an institution has expressed that it disagrees) and F-H003 (a notification or proposal on the State of residence).


When requesting information with SED H005 the institution in the sending MS fills in the information concerning the elements of residence which it has available at national level and states which points it would want the receiving MS to give its details for. In the reply, SED H006, the other MS fills in the requested information regarding elements of residence in its country. The information received can be compared with the information of the sending MS, on the basis of which an institution can determine the Member State of residence, or make a proposal which Member State should be considered as the State of residence.

2.3. Business Flow H005 – Reimbursement of Administrative Check / Medical Examination


GENERAL DESCRIPTION


F-H005 is the flow for reimbursement of expenses related to requested administrative checks or medical examinations between the creditor and debtor institutions in two Member States based on Article 87 Regulation (EC) 987/2009. This flow may follow only after administrative checks / medical exams were requested, confirmed and provided within a sector flow. F-H005 is a purely “financial” flow and its simple aim is to enable money transfers between institutions of two Member States after the medical examination was carried out or administrative assistance was provided. Whenever a specific sector reimbursement flow is defined (e.g. for family benefits), this sector specific flow should generally be used instead of F-H005.

F- H005 consists of the SEDs:


H020 sent by the creditor institution of one MS to the debtor institution of another MS to request reimbursement of an administrative check or medical examination provided, and 


H021 sent always back by the debtor institution to the creditor institution to reply to a request for reimbursement. 


The creditor institution is the institution which was requested to carry out a medical examination / administrative check by the debtor institution. The request will have been made within a sector flow. (Debtor institution may be eventually also another institution appointed by the institution which was requesting the medical examination / administrative check.)


As Article 87(6) Regulation (EC) 987/2009 indicates the direct communication between creditor and debtor institutions, it should be agreed between bilaterally that the creditor or the debtor institution’s role is overtaken by a liaison body. In such a case two scenarios are possible:


· the liaison body is to be indicated in the SED as the sending/ receiving institution,

· the creditor/debtor institution is to be indicated in the SED as the sending/ receiving institution but the SED is in fact sent to the agreed liaison institution.

Both SEDs may refer either to one claim only (where the global claim is an individual claim), or to more individual claims (where the global claim is the sum total of individual claims (concerning one or more persons). In either case, sufficient identification data for both, global and individual claims have to be provided by the creditor as well as the debtor institution within the flow. 


The SEDs enable also rejection of the whole requested claim (global or individual) or rejection of a part of the requested amount of the individual claim. Since time limits for reimbursement are not provided by the Regulations, they may only be mentioned in “Additional information”.


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIOs 


1)  MS A sends MS B a global claim for Reimbursement of e.g. three medical examinations from MS B. These medical examinations were requested by MS B from MS A within three flows for purposes of health assessment of three claimants, and MS A provided the requested medical documentation to the MS B. SED H020 contains global amount for all examinations plus three amounts for three individual claims, always referring to particular flow.




MS A 
MS B


2) MS B sends a Reply to Claim for Reimbursement to MS A by which MS B confirms that the total requested amount was approved and transferred on the MS A´s account. 




MS A 
MS B


OR


2) MS B sends MS A back a Reply to Claim for Reimbursement in which MS B approves only two of the requested payments and in one individual case MS B refuses to reimburse the examination because medical documentation was not provided as requested by MS B (within the sector flow). MS B states this explicitly in part 2.5 and 3.4 of SED H021. 




MS A 
MS B


AND AFTERWARDS NEW F- H005 HAS TO START:


1) MS A sends MS B another Claim for Reimbursement of Medical examination and attaches the requested medical documentation in the individual case. 


MS A
MS B


Remark: Requested Medical documentation may also be sent as attachment to SED H001 or within a sector flow.


2) MS B sends MS A a Reply to Claim for Reimbursement where MS confirms payment requested.




MS A
MS B


REMARK:


Institutions have to provide sufficient specification of any requested amount e.g. individual claim as well as of any transferred payment and bank connections. Stating the reasoning of rejection is required as well.  

2.4. Business Flow H006 - Claim for Death Grant


General description


F-H006 is the flow for claim for death grant based on Articles 42 and 43   Regulation (EC) 883/04 and Article 42 Regulation (EC) 987/2009 and is designed to communicate information from the Member State where the person has died to the competent Member State or the Member State of residence, which shall send it to the competent Member State. The sending institution provides the receiving institution with necessary information, to enable the competent institution to act upon a claim for a death grant. 

F-H006 consists of the following SED:


H 030 – Claim for Death Grant.


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO(S):


1) MS A sends MS B the necessary information to decide on a claim for a death grant from MS B with all necessary information




      MS A 
MS B


2) MS A sends MS B the necessary information to decide on claim for a death grant from MS B and then MS B needs more information




MS A 
MS B


MS B asks MS A for additional information by means of H001 




MS A
MS B


MS A sends MS B requested information by means of H002 


MS A
MSB


REMARK:

If an exchange of information or communication of additional information is necessary in addition to that provided for by F-H006, use F-H001. 


2.5. Business Flow H007 - Claim for pre-retirement Benefit


General description


F-H007 is the flow for claim for pre-retirement benefit based on Articles 3 (1) (i), 66 Regulation (EC) 883/04 and is used when a person lives in another Member State than the one competent for the payment of a pre-retirement benefit. The sending institution provides the receiving institution with the necessary information, to enable the competent institution to act upon a claim for a pre-retirement benefit. 

F-H007 consists of the following SED:


H 040 – Claim for pre-retirement benefit.


THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO(S):


1) MS A sends MS B claim for pre-retirement benefit from MS B with all necessary information




MS A 
MSB


2) MS A sends MS B claim for pre-retirement benefit from MS B and then MS B needs more information




MS A 


    MSB


MS B asks MS A for additional information by means of H001 




MS A
MS B


MS A sends MS B requested information by means of H002 




MS A
MSB


REMARKS:


If an exchange of information or communication of additional information is necessary in addition to that provided for by F- H007, use F- H001. 


2.6. Business Flow H008


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration.

2.7. Business Flow H009 - Transmission of claim/document/information


The flow is used if a person has mistakenly submitted a claim, a document or any relevant information to an institution in the territory of a Member State other than that in which the institution designated in accordance with the Regulation (EC) 987/2009 is situated. The claim, document, or information should be resubmitted without delay by the former institution to the institution designated in accordance with the Regulation (EC) 987/2009. This can be done directly to the designated institution, or indirectly via the liaison body. The receiving institution should respond if it accepts, refuses or has forwarded the transmission.

This flow can also be applied in the situation where a claim for benefit is submitted to a MS in which the relevant benefit does not exist. In that case this MS transfers the claim to the insurance institution in the MS which is competent to process a claim under the Regulations.


F-H009 consists of the following SEDs:


H065 – Transmission of claim/document/information, and  


H066 – Reply to transmission of claim/document/information.


F-H009 starts with SED H065 (Transmission of claim/document/information), it ends with H066 (Reply to transmission of claim/document/information). The SED H066 is used for answering on H065.

THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO(S):


1) MS A transfers MS B the claim/document/information by means of H 065




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H066 




MS A
MS B


2) MS A transfers MS B mistakenly submitted by the interested person claim/document/information by means of H 065




MS A
MS B


MS B replies to request by means of H066 




MS A
MS B


MS B transfers claim/document/information to the relevant institution in MS C (point 4.1.1 in SED H066)


MS B
MS C


MS C can reply by means of H002 




MS B
MS C


REMARKS:


If an exchange of information or communication of additional information is necessary in addition to that provided for by F-H009, use F-H001 e.g. it also concerns the situation of sending the claim/document/information to the other relevant institution in the next MS. 


3. DESCRIPTION OF SEDS 


horizontal SeDs can be used independent or following a sector sed. the use of horizontal seds is without precedence to the sector sEds in which targeted information is exchanged.

3.1 SED H001 - Request for information/additional information


I. General description  


This SED is optional, generally only to be sent in situations where the information to be communicated is not provided for in the sector specific SEDs, or if additional information is exchanged at a later stage.  It is used in case an institution needs more information (as SED to exchange information) or communicates additional information concerning a change in the circumstances of the person concerned which influences or might influence the right to a benefit or the amount of the benefit and used for communicating any useful information regarding the case or event (as SED to transfer additional information without a request).


The SED can also be used as a reminder to exchange information that is not covered by sector SEDs. The SED H001 is a supplement to other SEDs and it may not be used to replace a SED already available in the sector concerned, and which has been especially designed for that purpose, in particular  a SED for a claim to  benefit.

CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H001, F-H006, F-H007, F-H009, Business Flows in other sector if needed 


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


The notes below should be read in conjunction with the Explanatory Notes for each SED, and cover only those points where the information in the Explanatory Notes needs to be complemented.


Point 1.2.2 “Status of the person”: 


The point defines status of the person concerned in the sending country. If “Status of the person” in the sending country is different from what it is in the receiving country it should be indicated by the sending institution as additional information in point 5 “Additional information/change in circumstances”.   


Section  4 “Request/reminder”: 


The section needs to be filled in if SED H001 is sent as a request for information.


SED H001 can be used as a reminder only after previous communication with the receiving institution. In that case it is advisable that the sending institution specifies the date of the previous request.

Section 5 “Additional information/change in circumstances” :


Section “Additional information/change in circumstances” includes any useful information concerning the case/event that was not provided in the initial SED because it was not known/available when the SED was originally submitted. 


Information that has already been provided elsewhere in the SED should not be repeated.


In connection with Article 5 Regulation (EC) 883/2004 the communication of information may concern a change of circumstances which influences or might influence the right to benefit/amount of the benefit, plus any useful information regarding the case/event in any sector (about death for example). The competent institution provides the other institutions concerned with the information without a request.


Section 6 “Attachments”:


Documents enclosed to the SED should be scanned. Both boxes – “Documents” and “Other” should be ticked scanned or other documents are enclosed simultaneously. Additional explanation of about the document(s) may be given in the section "Attachments" if necessary.


3.2 SED H002 - Reply to request for information


I. General description   


Reply to request for information which was sent with the H001. This SED is used only for answering an H001.  SED H002 can be used in any sector. 


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H001, F-H006, F-H007, F-H009, Business Flows in other sector only as reply to H001


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Point 2.2.2 “Status of the person”:  


The point defines status of the interested person in the sending institution. If “Status of the person” in the sending country is different from that in the receiving country it should be indicated by the sending institution in “Additional information”. 


Section 4 “Reply to requested information”:


The section to be filled in if SED H001 was sent as a request for information.


Section 5 “In response to request”:


The section to be filled in if SED H001 was sent as a request for information.


Point 5.2.3 - it is possible to reply that the institution is unable to send a specified SED and to explain the reason why. 


Section 7 “Attachments”:


The documents enclosed to the SED should be scanned. Both boxes “Documents” and “Other” should be checked if “Document(s)” and “Other” are enclosed simultaneously additional explanation of about the document(s) may be given in the section "Attachments" if necessary.


3.3 SED H003 Proposal/Notification on State of Residence

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


SED H003 is used to either communicate a proposal on which Member State should be considered as the State of residence or to notify the already determined State of residence. 


SED H003 can be followed by SED H004,(Reply to proposal on State of residence/Disagreement with decision on State of residence) or be sent alone as a notification of state of residence.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H003


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 4 "Type of information":


· Point 4.2. concerning "proposal of the state of residence" is used when there has been disagreement about which MS is the state of residence. The SED H003 is used in these cases usually after previous exchange of information concerning residence by using H005 and H006.  After having received the requested information, either the MS who sent the H005 or the MS who sends the H006 may send  SED H003 together with the “proposal of State of residence”. The proposed state of residence should be indicated in point 4.2.1. The date from which it is proposed to be the state of residence should be indicated in point 4.2.2. Explain the reasoning for the proposal in point 4.2.3.


· Point 4.3. concerning "notification of the state of residence" can be used on its own or combined with previous exchange of information concerning residence. It is an optional way to inform the other MS(s) of the decision concerning residence made in a MS. It is not used in situations where there is disagreement on which Member State should be considered as the State of residence. In H003 the State of residence is stated in point 4.3.1., and the date from which it is considered to be the State of Residence is stated in point 4.3.2. The reasoning of the notification can be explained in point 4.3.3. 


3.4 SED H004 Reply to proposal on state of residence/Disagreement with decision on State of Residence

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


SED H004 is used to disagree with a decision on the State of residence that has already been taken (at national level or in another sector). It is also used to react on a proposal for a State of residence made in SED H003.


SED H004 can be sent on its own or in reply to SED H003. It can be a reaction to a sector specific SED where necessary in order to state disagreement with determination of residence stated in that sector SED.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H002, F-H003, Business Flows in other sector if needed


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


If SED H004 is used as a reply to a proposal for a state of residence in SED H003, you should fill in section 4.


If SED H004 is used to communicate the disagreement with the determination of the State of residence, you should fill in section 5. 


Section 4 "Reply to proposal on state of residence":


· In point 4.1. you should state whether the proposal on the State of residence sent on H003 is accepted or rejected. If it is rejected you should also choose the correct box to tick based on whether or not your rejection also includes a new proposal. 


· If the proposal is accepted, tick the box "Accept proposal" in point 4.1. and fill in point 4.2. Confirm the proposed state of residence by stating it in point 4.2.1. State also the starting date from which a Member State shoud be considered the State of residence  the of residence. 


· If the proposal is not accepted but you wish to propose another solution, tick the box "Reject proposal with new proposal" in point 4.1. and fill in the point 4.3. Fill in the name of the proposed State of residence in point 4.3.1. and the date from which that state is deemed to be the state of residence in point 4.3.2. It is important to inform the reasoning for the rejection as detailed as possible in point 4.3.3.


· If the proposal is rejected without a new proposal, tick the box "Reject proposal and start dialogue or conciliation procedure". 


Section  5 "Disagreement with decision on residence":


This section is used in order to state disagreement with a national or sector decision on residence (as referred to in Article 11(1) of Regulation987/2009. The decision on residence is evident either from an H003 which has been used as a notification or from a sector SED which includes a Member States' position on residence. 


When filling in point 5.1. you should indicate the individual ID number of the SED on which residence is stated and with which you disagree. In point 5.2. you should also mention the date on which this decision was made. In point 5.3. it is important to explain the reason(s) for the disagreement. In case of disagreement with the decision on residence, SED H005 should be followed by F-H004.


III. THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO:

See scenario under description of SED H003


3.5 SED H005 Request for Information on Residence

I.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


SED H005 is a request for information to determine or verify the residence ( "centre of the interest") of a person. The guidance in Article 11(1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 consists of a checklist of issues or criteria that can be used in assessing a person's residence.  Depending on the situation, not all the issues in the list may be relevant or need to be assessed.  The list is only indicative and Article 11(1) makes clear that the aim of the institutions should be to reach agreement on "the centre of interests of the person concerned".  Articles 11(1) (a) and (b) then list the various factors ("elements") that the institutions can take into account in their overall assessment of a person's centre of interests.  


SED H005 can be used to initialize flow F-H004 (Exchange of information on residence). It can also be used in connection with the SED H004 with which disagreement on the State of residence is communicated, in case more information is needed to determine the actual State of residence.

CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H004


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 3 "Request for information":


Mention the points for which additional information is requested and/or describe the kind of information requested. If information concerning all of the points is not required, indicate please indicate the specific points for which information concerning residence is requested. 


Section 4 "Elements to determine residence":


· This point is to be filled out with information the sending institution has available of the person and which is of relevance to determine the State of residence of the person concerned..


· After choosing in point 4.1.1 which type of address, permanent or other, is available, please fill in the details of each address under point 4.1.2. Repeat these points as many times as there are addresses filled in. Explain in point 4.1.3. what is/has been the duration of the presence in the MS(s) mentioned. In point 4.1.4. you should evaluate the continuity of the person's presence in those MS(s).


· Point 4.3. is intended for the description of the nature and specific characteristics of the person's activity. Here you should describe all activity the person has, both gainful and non-gainful, irrespective of where the said activity takes place.


Describe the person's gainful activity in point 4.3.1. Under point 4.3.2. you should describe any non-remunerated activity the person has. The duration of the activity/activities mentioned in points 4.3.1. and 4.3.2. should be mentioned in point 4.3.3., especially the duration of any work contract 


The location, especially the country/countries, where the gainful or non-gainful activity is habitually pursued, should be detailed in point 4.3.4. Describe the nature of the activity/activities in point 4.3.5., especially the stability of the said activity. 


· Point 4.4. relates to students and the source of their income should be stated in this point (when being non-active persons).


· Describe the person's housing situation in point 4.5. and especially evaluate the permanency of the person’s tenure .


If known, the MS in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes should be indicated in point 4.6. Alternatively, you should state whether or not the person is deemed for taxation purposes to reside in the MS of the sending institution. 


· Point 4.7. is for describing the person's family status and family ties. Fill in the spouse's/partner's name and the place of residence, especially the country. Fill in the name/s of the person's children, as well as their place/s of residence and the place/s where the children go to school


· Point 4.8. is for filling in any information concerning the person's intention, as  it appears from the various facts and circumstances set out in Article 11 (1) of Regulation (EC) No 987/2009, especially the reasons that led the person to move.A person's intention does not need to be explicit and can be assessed according to a range of circumstances concerning his move.   Where the person has made an explicit statement of his intention, this statement can only be considered as decisive where it is consistent with the other facts and circumstances concerning his move.  


III. THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO:

This SED and flow F-H004 might be used either on its own in order to find out more information for making a national decision concerning residence (see below) or in order to find out additional information of the elements concerning residence in both Member States so as to find a common view concerning residence in a specific case (See scenario under description of SED H003).


3.6 SED H006 Reply to Request for information on Residence

I GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


This SED is a reply to a request for information in SED H005.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H004


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Point 3 "Reply to request for information":


· In point 3.1. fill in the date of the request sent on H005. Point 3.2. is for giving information of the person's circumstances in the MS sending the H006. Information can be given also for points that were not specifically requested in the H005. 


· Point 3.2.1. is repeatable and it includes details on the person's address, as well as the duration and the continuity of the person's presence in the country where the address is. After choosing in point 3.2.1.1. which type of address, permanent or other, that are known to you, fill in the details of that address in point 3.2.1.2. Repeat these points as many times as there are addresses filled in.


· Explain in point 3.2.1.3. what is/has been the duration of the presence in the MS mentioned. In point 3.2.1.4. you should evaluate the continuity of the person's presence in that MS.  


· In point 3.2.2. you should tick the relevant box indicating the status of the person in your view

· Point 3.2.3. is intended for the description of the nature and specific characteristics of the person's activity. Here you should describe all activity the person has, both gainful and non-gainful, irrespective of where the said activity takes place. Describe the person's gainful activity in point 3.2.3.1. 


· In point 3.2.3.2. you should describe any non-remunerated activity the person has. The duration of the activity/activities mentioned in points 3.2.3.1. and 3.2.3.2.should be mentioned in point 3.2.3.3., especially the duration of any work contract. The location, especially the country/countries, where the gainful or non-gainful activity is habitually pursued, should be detailed in point 3.2.3.4 Describe the nature of the activity/activities in point 3.2.3.5., especially the stability of the said activity. 


· Point 3.2.4. relates to students and the source of their income should be stated in this point.


· Describe the person's housing situation in point 3.2.5. and especially evaluate the permanency of that housing.


If known, the MS in which the person is deemed to reside for taxation purposes should be indicated in point 3.2.6. Alternatively, you should state whether or not the person is deemed for taxation purposes to reside in the MS of the replying institution.  


· Point 3.2.7. is for describing the person's family status and family ties. Fill in the spouse's/partner's name in point 3.2.7.1. and his/her place of residence, especially the country, in point 3.2.7.2. The name of the person's children should be mentioned under point 3.2.7.3. and the place(s) of their residence in point 3.2.7.4. The place/s where the children go to school should be filled in under point 3.2.7.5.


· Point 3.2.8. is for filling in any information concerning the person's intention, especially the reasons that led the person to move.


III. THE MOST COMMON SCENARIO:


This SED and flow F-H004 might be used either in  their own in order to find out more information for making a national decision concerning residence (see scenario under SED H005) or in order to find out additional information of the elements concerning residence in both Member States so as to find a common view concerning residence in a specific case (See scenario under description of SED H003).


3.7 SED HO20 Claim for – Reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination, and


3.8 SED H021 Reply to Claim for Reimbursement – Administrative Check/Medical Examination


I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


The SED H020 is in effect an electronic invoice and SED H021 is a reply to SED H020.


Both SEDs may refer either to one claim only (where the global claim is an individual claim), or to more individual claims (where the global claim is the sum total of individual claims (concerning one or more persons). In either case, sufficient identification data for both, global and individual claims have to be provided by the creditor as well as the debtor institution within the flow. 


Individual claim refers only to one case (e.g. one person concerned) and to one SED ID (e.g. identification number of a sector SED generated by an AP; by this sector SED the debtor institution requested administrative control / or medical check from the creditor institution).


Payments´ identification has to be provided always to both global and to individual claims. Identification of a payment of the global claim is provided by the payment reference for transfer of creditor institution and this payment reference is provided by the creditor institution. Identification of a payment of the individual claim is an invoice number (plus eventual further data like case number) and is provided by the debtor institution.


Acceptance means that a certain amount will be transferred into a bank account and implies that the debtor institution will be obliged to transfer that amount into the bank account of the creditor institution.


Rejection of the requested payments may refer to:


· the whole requested amount = amount requested by the global claim, or


· a part of the whole requested amount 


· the amount requested by an individual claim


· a part of the amount requested by an individual claim


In case, that only a part of the requested whole amount is rejected, creditor institution has to add a reference to the individual claim (and amount) with a reasoning of the rejection. 


CORRESPONDING FLOW:


F- H005 , F- H001

II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


H021


Point 2.5.1 “Total number of rejected claims”

Insert here the total number of all rejected individual claims as requested by H020


Section 3.4  “Rejection” 


Insert here all data referring to the concrete individual claim only

Example:


Global claim consists of 3 individual claims: A –100 EUR, B –200 EUR, C – 300 EUR. This means that the whole amount requested for the global claim is = 100 EUR + 200 EUR + 300 EUR = 600 EUR. Creditor institution rejects the whole payment for individual claim B. Payment for claim B is rejected because the medical check´s documentation was not readable. Creditor institution will fill SED H021 as follows:


Part on global claim


		2.5 Rejection 13



		2.5.1 Total number of rejected claims

		 1



		2.5.2 Total amount of rejected claims in currency of creditor institution14

		 200





Part on individual claim


		3.4 Rejection20



		3.4.1 Rejection

		



		

		Of the whole amount claimed



		(

		Of a part amount claimed



		3.4.2 Amount not accepted in currency of creditor institution

		 200



		3.4.3 Currency of creditor institution21

		 EUR



		3.4.4 Reasoning22

		



		

		Quality of the medical check



		(

		Reason for reimbursement is not justified



		(

		Other



		

		



		Please fill in the following if "Reasoning" = "Other" : 



		3.4.5 Other

		





3.9  SED H030 - Claim for Death Grant


I. General description   


SED H030 “Claim for Death Grant” is used when a person has died in another Member State than the competent Member State and the claim is made in the Member State where the person has died. The sending institution (institution of place where the person died), sends to the receiving institution (competent institution or the institution of the place of residence a claim (application) for death grant made under the legislation applied by the competent institution. 


The claim should include information required under the legislation applied by the competent institution.


SED H030 can be used in any sector from which entitlement to death grant arises.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F-H001, F-H006, F H009 


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 2 “Deceased Person”:


One SED for each deceased person should be sent. 


Section 3 “Claimant”:

Section “Claimant” includes identification data of the natural person/legal person/funeral undertaker who claims the death grant. One SED for each claimant should be sent. 


· Point 3.3 “Other type of the Claimant”: 


Show if the claimant who is not a natural person, is:


· legal person who covered some or all of the funeral cost or


· Funeral undertaker or an agent or representative of an undertaker.


· Point 3.3.3 “Name of person entitled to represent legal person/undertaker”:


· Point “Name of person entitled to represent legal person/undertaker” includes family name(s) and forename(s) of the natural person who represents legal person/funeral undertaker.


Section 4 “Additional information on the claim for death grant”

Point 4.2 “Date of claim” includes information on the date when the claim for death grant was submitted in the sending institution.


Section 8 “Please find attached following document(s)”:


The application (claim) for death grant submitted by the claimant in the sending institution in any (written) form (e.g. national application) should be attached to the SED H030. Also include information required under the legislation applied by the receiving institution (competent institution) and other required documents e.g. certificate of death, invoices. These documents, including the claim submitted by the claimant, are attached as scanned documents. 


3.10  SED H040 - Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit


I. General description  


SED H040 ”Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit” is used when a person makes a claim for a pre-retirement benefit in another Member State than the competent one. The sending institution (institution of place of residence of the claimant), sends to the receiving institution (competent institution) a scanned claim (application) for pre-retirement benefit in accordance with legislation applied by the competent institution The claim should include information required under the legislation applied by the competent institution.


SED H040 can be used in any sector from which entitlement to pre-retirement benefit arises.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F- H001, F- H007, F- H009   


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 2 “Claimant”: 


The section “Claimant” includes identification data of the natural person who submits a claim for a pre-retirement benefit.


Section 3 “Person employment/self-employment details”:


Section 3 includes available information on employment/self-employment of the claimant, in particular in MS of the sending institution but also available information on employment and self-employment in other Member States.


· Point 3.1 “Status of activity”:


It can include information about more than one activity (e.g. two activities in two different MS or two different activities as employed and self-employed in one MS or in one MS person is still employed/self-employed and in other MS employment/self-employment was reduced). 


· Point 3.1.4 “Person reduced Employment/Self-employment” :


The point includes information if the claimant’s activity as employed/self-employed was reduced but this activity is still being run in limited scope and if “yes” there should be information on which date he/she reduced his/her activity.


· Point 3.1.5 “Person suspended Employment/Self-employment”:


The point includes information if the claimant suspended his/her activity as employed/self-employed and if “yes” there should be information on which date he/she suspended the activity.


· Point 3.1.6 “Person intends to retire from Employment /Self-employment ”:


The point includes information if the claimant is going to retire from his/her activity as employed/self-employed and if “yes” there should be information on which future date he/she is going to retire.


· Point 3.1.7 “Person intends to take up Employment/ Self-employment ”:


The point includes information if the claimant is going to take up activity as employed/self-employed and if “yes” there should be information on which future date he/she is going to take up the activity.


· Point 3.2 “If person still pursuing or intends to take up employment or self-employment please state the monthly amount of income”:


The point includes information on amount of income of claimant from activity as employed or self-employed (income before any deductions) and the currency. This information is needed because in some MS legislation provides deduction of pre-retirement benefits due to fact that person is receiving income as employed/self-employed.


· Point 3.4 “Country which legislation was applicable during last employment or self-employment activity”:


The point includes information on country which legislation was applicable according to Title II of Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 when the claimant was lastly employed/self-employed.


· Point 3.5 “Last employer details”:


It includes information on last employer of the claimant (e.g. name of the employer, country where the claimant was employed, address of the employer and its identification data).


· Point 3.6 “Reason for termination of the last employment/self-employment”:


The point includes information on reasons why the claimant stopped his/her activity as employed/self-employed. 


Section 4 “Person benefit details”:


It includes information if  the claimant is receiving/was receiving/is going to receive benefit or not. If he/she is/was applied/granted/denied/provisionally granted some benefits appropriate box is ticked and there should be information about institution which is paying the benefit and starting date and end date of benefits payment.


Section 5 “Period of receiving unemployment benefits”:


It includes information about start date and end date of receiving unemployment benefits and which institution is/was paying the unemployment benefit.


Section 6 “Information on representative/legal guardian”:


Section 6 includes information on representative/legal guardian that represents the claimant.


Section 7 “Information on payment”:


Section 7 includes information to whom the pre-retirement benefit shall be paid (to claimant or to his/her representative/legal guardian) and it includes bank details.


Section 8 “Miscellaneous”:


The section includes information on the date when the claim for pre-retirement benefit was submitted in the sending institution. And point “Remarks” can include information about the claim.


Section 10 “Please find attached following document(s)”:

To SED H040 should be attached the application (claim) for pre-retirement benefit submitted by the claimant in the sending institution in any (written) form (e.g. national application) which includes information required under the legislation applied by the receiving institution (competent institution) and other required documents. These documents, including claim submitted by the claimant, are attached as scanned documents. 


3.11 SED H061


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


3.12 SED H062


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


3.13 SED H063


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


3.14 SED H064


This Flow and its associated SEDs will be added to the Guidelines at a later stage pending further consideration,


3.15  SED H065 - Transmission of claim/document/information


I. General description  


The SED contains a specific set of data, with which a claim, document or other information which has mistakenly been provide to the wrong institution by a person, is transmitted.

SED is optional and only to be sent if needed. It can be sent to liaison body of the receiving Member State too, if the relevant institution is not known.


Possibility to enclose a scanned document or (other) information and the claim for various types of benefits with documents attached to the claim.


CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F- H001, F-H009, Business Flows in each sector if needed 


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 4 “Additional information concerning claim/document/information”:


Provide all the necessary information concerning the claim, other documents transmitted. 


This SED is addressed primarily to the institution in other MS and for this reason the sending institution should give as much information as possible accompanying the transmission of the claim, document, or information and to enable acting upon claim among others.


Section 5 “Reasons for transmission:

The reasons for transmission need to be stated by sending institution.  


Section 6 “Please find attached following documents):


The documents enclosed to the SED should be scanned. The listed types of scanned documents can be checked all or more than one if they are enclosed simultaneously. 


3.16 SED H066 - Reply to transmission of claim/document/information


I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION   


Reply to transmission mistakenly submitted claim, document, or information by the person concerned which was sent using H065. The SED is used only for answering on H065.  It is mandatory to answer.

CORRESPONDING FLOWS:


F- H001, F- H009, Business Flows in each sector only as reply to H065


II. SED-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION


Section 4 “Reply to transmission of claim/document/information”:


Institution which receives the claim, document, or information takes a decision concerning transmission accept/do not accept or forwarded to the other relevant institution and stating the justification of the decision. If the claim, document, or information has been forwarded subsequently, then country code, institution code and institution name - should be given as well.


The institution to which the claim, document, or information was submitted may provide verification when it has established a fact in connection with a claim, document, or information under its own legislation. SEDs H001 and H002 can be used to exchange this documentation. 


The institution may forward a scan of a claim, document, or other information and supporting documents submitted with them.


The interested person should keep a copy of the claim, document orinformation and supporting documents for their records.


Section 5 “Information on the receiving institution”:


The sending institution provides receiving institution with information about type of institution and specification on one of the institutions listed in point 5.1.


Section 6 “Date of the receipt of the claim/document/information”:


Where data are transferred  indirectly via the liaison body of the Member State of destination, time limits for responding to claims shall start from the date when that liaison body received the claim, as if it had been received by the institution in that Member State.


ANNEX I – Flows table 


The flows table is available on Circa in the following location:


http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/horizontal&vm=detailed&sb=Title

ANNEX II – Correlation table


The correlation table (and any possible updates performed to it) is available on Circa in the following location:


http://circa.europa.eu/Members/irc/empl/electronic_data_exchange/library?l=/business_flows_seds/documentation_corrtables/horizontal&vm=detailed&sb=Title

ANNEX III – Glossary of terms

The short glossary list below is complemented by the EESSI Business Glossary, available on the following location of the European Commission's website: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=869.

		Term

		Short explanation






		AC

		Administrative Commission for the Coordination of Social Security Systems (art.71 Regulation (EC) no 883/2004).



		AP (Access Point)

		National gateway for multiple institutions to the EESSI network. 



		Counterparty 



		The recipient of the query/notification and the sender of the reply within a message exchange. 



		EESSI

		Electronic Exchange of Social Security Information



		Flow (or Business Flow)

		A flow is composed of several SEDs and it is defined to serve a specific communication need.


A flow captures a predefined conversation pattern where the SEDs which are included in the flow are the messages that the conversation partners exchange between each other. 


Different SEDs are exchanged in different flows depending on the purpose of the flow.



		Flow owner

		The institution responsible for the flow and which initiates the flow. The flow owner is the one who can close a flow that it has opened. 



		Horizontal flows

		Flows that are not sector specific: they refer to certain information exchanges that are potentially relevant for all social security sectors.



		MD (Master Directory)

		An electronic directory (database) of all institutions registered in EESSI for all EESSI Member States.



		Member State

		EESSI Member State (EU countries and EFTA countries: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland )



		Originator

		The institution which opens a flow by sending a SED to another institution(s). The originator is always the owner institution as well.



		PIN

		Personal Identification Number is a number or marking that uniquely identifies the person it refers to in the institution.



		Recovery flows

		Flows that are used to process recovery and offsetting issues.



		SED

		SED stands for: Structured Electronic Document. 


An SED is an electronic message, with predefined data fields, which is exchanged in the EESSI system by the Member States in order to convey information from one to another.


Article 1, point 2 (d) of Regulation (EC) no 987/2009 defines the Structured Electronic Document as "any structured document in a format designed for the electronic exchange of information between Member States". 


During the transitional period, paper version of the SEDs can be used. 



		WEBIC

		WEBIC stands for: Web User Interface.


WEBIC is a software developed by the European Commission and installed in the Member States. This application allows clerks to exchange social security information and therefore send and receive EESSI messages. Member States can use WEBIC to process their cases or they can build a national application for this purpose. National applications should include the same functions as WEBIC. When this guideline refers to WEBIC, it applies also to the national applications.
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Correlation table

		SETTORE		BUSINESS FLOW (BF) - FLUSSI DI LAVORO 
NUMERO + NOME		SED
NUMERO + NOME		ARTICOLO NEL REGOLAMENTO DI APPLICAZIONE		DESCRIZIONE DEI
FLUSSI DI LAVORO (BF)
(significato + funzione)		NOTE SUI SED

		Gruppo Pagamenti indebiti		BF1 -  Compensazione di prestazioni erogate indebitamente		R001 - Richiesta di detrazioni dagli arretrati/dai pagamenti in corso		Articolo 72(1) del Regolamento (CE) No 987/2009		L'istituzione accerta di aver pagato in passato prestazioni eccedenti il dovuto e rileva che l'istituzione di un altro Stato membro eroga delle prestazioni. Le due istituzioni scambiano informazioni circa gli importi disponibili e il tipo di prestazioni su cui possono essere effettuate le detrazioni in base alla loro legislazione nazionale.		L'istituzione richiedente invia l'R001: - a) come richiesta provvisoria di non erogare arretrati, comunicando successivamente ulteriori informazioni OPPURE b) come richiesta con i dati relativi alle prestazioni pagate in eccesso.  (In caso di richiesta provvisoria deve essere inviato un secondo R001 con le informazioni mancanti).

						R002 - Risposta a richiesta di detrazioni dagli arretrati/dai pagamenti in corso		Articolo 72(1)  del Regolamento (CE) No 987/2009				L'istituzione richiesta invia in risposta l'R002 comunicando: a) nessuna detrazione è possibile  OPPURE  b) ci sono arretrati disponibili OPPURE c) ci sono pagamenti in corso disponibili OPPURE d) arretrati e pagamenti in corso sono disponibili E se questi siano/non siano sufficienti a compensare le prestazioni erogate in eccesso.

						R003 - Decisione su detrazione		Articolo 72(1) del Regolamento  (CE) No 987/2009				Qualora le detrazioni siano possibili, l'istituzione richiedente invia un R003 con la decisione di accettare OPPURE di rigettare le detrazioni da arretrati/pagamenti in corso proposte con l'R002. Se le detrazioni non sono possibili, l'istituzione richiedente può inviare l'R003 per comunicare la sua accettazione.

						R004 - Notifica di pagamento		Articoli 72,73,78,80 o 85  del Regolamento (CE) No 987/2009				Qualora le detrazioni siano possibili, l'istituzione richiesta notifica all'istituzione richiedente con l'R004 il pagamento effettuato, specificando se si tratta di pagamento totale/ parziale/rateale.

				BF2 - Compensazione di pensioni erogate indebitamente		R005 - Richiesta di arretrati		Articolo 72(2) del Regolamento (CE) No 987/2009		L'istituzione accerta di aver pagato in passato prestazioni pensionistiche eccedenti il dovuto e rileva che l'istituzione di un altro Stato membro eroga delle prestazioni		L'istituzione richiedente invia l'R005: - a) come richiesta provvisoria di non erogare arretrati di pensione, comunicando successivamente ulteriori informazioni OPPURE b) come richiesta con i dati relativi alla pensione erogata indebitamente.  (In caso di richiesta provvisoria deve essere inviato un secondo R005 con le informazioni mancanti)

						R006 - Risposta su arretrati		Articolo 72(2)  del Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009				L'istituzione richiesta nvia in risposta l'R006 comunicando:  a) non ci sono arretrati  OPPURE  b) c'è una prestazione corrispondente con cui è possibile effettuare la compensazione  OPPURE c) l'importo degli arretrati, la data di inizio e di fine del periodo E se gli arretrati sono stati erogati.

						R004 - Notifica di pagamento		Articolo72,73,78,80 o 85  del Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009				Qualora gli arretrati/le prestazioni corrispondenti siano disponibili, l'istituzione richiesta notifica all'istituzione richiedente con l'R004 il pagamento effettuato, specificando se si tratta di pagamento totale/ parziale/rateale.

				BF3 - Compensazione di prestazioni erogate in via provvisoria		R008 - Richiesta di rimborso di prestazioni erogate a titolo provvisorio		Articolo 73(1)  del Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009		Un'istituzione che ha erogato prestazioni a titolo provvisorio viene a conoscenza dell'istituzione individuata come competente per la concessione delle prestazioni. Le due istituzioni scambiano informazioni circa l'importo della prestazione erogata in via provvisoria dall'una e circa gli importi disponibili con cui l'altra istituzione può effettuare la compensazione.		Questo flusso dovrebbe essere preceduto da un flusso di legislazione applicabile F A-002 relativo alla notifica della competenza .                                            L'istituzione richiedente invia un R008 - una dichiarazione delle prestazioni che sono state erogate a titolo provvisorio - e richiede informazioni circa gli arretrati o i pagamenti in corso con cui l'istituzione richiesta può effettuare la compensazione.

						R009 - Risposta a richiesta di rimborso di prestazioni erogate a titolo provvisorio		Articolo 73(1)  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009				L'istituzione richiesta invia l'R009 per comunicare se c'è una prestazione corrispondente erogata in via provvisoria da compensare, OPPURE se è competente un'altra istituzione. O se ci sono arretrati dovuti OPPURE se possa essere effettuata una compensazione solo con pagamenti in corso  OPPURE se possa essere effettuata una compensazione con arretrati e pagamenti in corso.

						R004 - Notifica di pagamento		Articoli 72,73,78,80 o 85  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009				Qualora gli arretrati/le prestazioni corrispondenti siano disponibili, l'istituzione richiesta notifica all'istituzione richiedente con l'R004 il pagamento effettuato, specificando se si tratta di pagamento totale/ parziale/rateale.

				BF4 - Compensazione di contributi percepiti in via provvisoria		R010 - Richiesta di rimborso di contributi erogati a titolo provvisorio		Articolo 73(2) del regolamento (EC) No 987/2009		Un'istituzione è individuata come competente relativamente ai contributi ricevuti a titolo provvisorio da un'altra istituzione. Le due istituzioni scambiano informazioni circa l'importo dei contributi dovuti all'una e l'importo percepito in via provvisoria dall'altra, disponibile per la compensazione.		Questo flusso dovrebbe essere preceduto da un flusso di legislazione applicabile F A-002 relativo alla notifica della competenza.   L'istituzione richiedente invia l' R010 - una richiesta di rimborso dei contributi che erano stati versati in via provvisoria all'istituzione richiesta

						R011 - Risposta relativa a importo dei contributi rimborsabili		Articolo73(2) del Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009				L'istituzione richiesta invia l'R011 per comunicare se è in possesso di contributi percepiti a titolo provvisorio da compensare e - in caso affermativo - fornisce informazioni dettagliate circa l'importo, e per comunicare se dopo la compensazione - qualora l'importo risulti superiore a quello richiesto - una quota debba essere rimborsata alla persona fisica/giuridica interessata .

						R004 - Notifica di pagamento		Articoli 72,73,78,80 o 85  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009				Qualora sia disponibile una somma erogata in eccesso, l'istituzione richiesta notifica all'istituzione richiedente con l'R004 il pagamento effettuato, specificando se si tratta di pagamento totale o parziale

				BF5 - Richiesta di informazioni		R012 - Richiesta di informazioni		Articolo 76  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009		L'istituzione necessita di informazioni da parte di un'istituzione di un altro Stato membro per recuperare efficacemente il debito (credito). La richiesta di informazioni è in relazione a debiti accertati. Si applicano le norme sulla soglia minima degli importi per i quali può essere presentata una domanda di recupero.		L'istituzione richiedente invia l'R012, richiesta di informazioni circa: l'interessato o il datore di lavoro; il loro reddito; le prestazioni ricevute; o i beni patrimoniali su cui eseguire il recupero etc.

						R014 - Risposta a richiesta di informazioni		Articolo 76 del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009		L'R014 rettificato unisce l'ex R013  "Negare informazioni" e l'R014 "Risposta". L'R013 viene quindi eliminato		L'istituzione richiesta invia l'R014 in risposta a) con le informazioni richieste OPPURE b) dichiara che le informazioni richieste sono negate specificandone le ragioni OPPURE c) non disponibili OPPURE d) non possono essere fornite in un tempo ragionevole.

				BF6 - Richiesta di notifica		R015 - Richiesta di notifica		Articolo 77  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009		L'istituzione deve notificare un atto o una decisione ad un destinatario in un altro stato membro per recuperare efficacemente il proprio debito (credito). Si applicano le norme sulla soglia minima degli importi per i quali può essere presentata una domanda di recupero.		L'istituzione richiedente invia l'R015 con la richiesta di notifica di un atto o di una decisione all'interessato o al datore di lavoro. La richiesta specifica se il documento deve essere notificato al destinatario in persona o può essere notificata altrimenti (per posta all'indirizzo del debitore) e il termine ultimo della notifica.

						R016 - Risposta alla richiesta di notifica		Articolo 77  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009				L'istituzione richiedente risponde con l'R016 indicando a) quando e come il documento richiesto è stato notificato OPPURE b) che la notifica non è stata eseguita - perchè non poteva essere effettuata al destinatario in persona o fornisce altre ragioni.

				BF7 -  Richiesta di recupero		R017 - Domanda di recupero/misure cautelari		Articoli 75,78, 79, 80, 81(2), 82,83, 84 o 90 del Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009		L'istituzione richiede ad un altro stato membro di recuperare il suo debito (credito) perché le misure adottate non porteranno al recupero integrale del credito		L'istiutzione richiedente invia l'R017 per richiedere il recupero OPPURE le misure cautelari. La richiesta è accompagnata dall'atto (atti) che consente l'esecuzione del recupero prodotto dall'istituzione richiedente. Il debito è indicato nella valuta nazionale delle istituzioni, sia quella richiedente che quella richiesta; sono fornite altre informazioni circa il tasso/tassi di cambio, il credito e l'interessato. Inoltre l'istituzione richiedente comunica se sono accettabili proposte di rateizzazione senza ulteriori consultazioni.

						R018 - Risposta su recupero/misure cautelari		Articoli 78, 80(2), 81(2), 83 o 84  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009				L'istituzione richiesta risponde con l'R018 indicando a) perchè il credito non può essere recuperato OPPURE b) quali informazioni mancanti sono necessarie OPPURE c) i dettagli del piano di pagamento rateale proposto del debitore per il consenso/informazione OPPURE d) se l'importo è stato recuperato integralmente/parzialmente e se è stato recuperato parzialmente se siano possibili o meno ulteriori azioni di recupero.

						R036 - Comunicazione di informazioni supplementari		Articoli 78, 80(2), 81(2), 82,83 o 84  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009				Se le informazioni ricevute con l'R018 non sono sufficienti, l'istituzione richiedente invia l'R036 a cui dovrà seguire un'ulteriore risposta per:  a) fornire le informazioni mancanti OPPURE b) dichiarare se il  piano di pagamento rateale proposto è accettabile o meno.

						R025 - Notifica del ritiro della richiesta o della riduzione del credito		Articolo 78(5)  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009		L'R025 rettificato unisce il precedente R025, l'R026 e l'R027.  L'R026 e l'R027 vengono quindi eliminati		L'istituzione richiedente invia l'R025 per notificare all'istituzione destinataria SE la sua richiesta viene ritirata o il credito viene ridotto. Questo ritiro o riduzione del credito non è il risultato di una contestazione. Può essere il risultato di un pagamento effettuato direttamente all'istituzione richiedente. Se il credito viene ridotto l'azione di recupero prosegue per l'importo ridotto.  Le risposte relative all'azione di recupero sono fornite tramite l'R018.

						R004 - Notifica di pagamento		Articoli 72,73,78,80 o 85 del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009				L'istituzione richiesta notifica all'istituzione richiedente ogni pagamento effettuato specificando se si tratta di un pagamento in toto/ parziale/ rateale.

				BF 8 - Contestazione		R019 - Notifica della contestazione		Articolo 81  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009		Un debitore contesta una richiesta di recupero inviata in base al Business flow (BF) - Flusso di lavoro 7.  Il BF8 può interrompere il BF7 in qualunque fase.  Il debitore può contestare all'istituzione richiedente OPPURE all'istituzione richiesta a) il credito o l'atto che consente l'esecuzione del recupero emesso dall'istituzione richiedente; OPPURE b) all'istituzione richiesta la misura esecutiva adottata o ogni ulteriore atto/sostituzione dell'atto che consente l'esecuzione. L'istituzione che ricevuto la notifica della contestazione informa l'altra istituzione del motivo della contestazione; dell'impatto e delle ulteriori azioni e/o richiede ulteriori istruzioni. Le due istituzioni nel frattempo si scambiano le informazioni necessarie  e infine l'istituzione che valuta la contestazione rende noto l'esito.  L'R019 rettificato unisce i SED dall'R019 alL'R022 incluso. L'R023 non conteneva dati . I SED dall'R020 all'R023 incluso vengono quindi eliminati.		L'R019 è inviato dall'istituzione richiedente o dall'istituzione richiesta per notificare all'altra istituzione la contestazione; l'impatto su ulteriori recuperi/azioni cautelari; e/o la richiesta di istruzioni su ulteriori azioni  finchè non viene presa una decisione sulla contestazione.

						R033 - Risposta a notifica di contestazione		Articolo 81 del Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009				L'R033 contempla più opzioni per risposta: sulle ulteriori azioni richieste o se l'ulteriore azione richiesta sia possibile.

						R034 Decisione sulla contestazione		Articolo 81 del  Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009		L'R034 rettificato unisce l'ex R024 e l'R034. L'R024 viene quindi eliminato.		L'R034 viene inviato dall'istituzione che ha esaminato la contestazione per notificare l'esito all'altra istituzione: richiesta ritirata; credito ridotto; credito confermato; la contestazione dell'esecuzione ha avuto esito favorevole o meno.

				BF9 - Rimborso delle spese		R028 - Richiesta di rimborso delle spese		Articoli 85(2) o 85(3)  del Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009		Il BF9 può interrompere il BF7 in qualunque fase. L'istituzione richiesta desidera dall'istituzione richiedente a) il rimborso delle spese/potenziali perdite sostenute in casi che presentano particolari difficoltà e che non sono state rimborsate dal debitore OPPURE b) il rimborso delle spese/ perdite conseguenti ad un'azione di recupero ritenuta infondata. L'R028 rettificato unisce l'R028 e l'R030.		L'R028 è inviato dall'istituzione richiesta (ad es. a chi è stato richiesto di recuperare un credito) all'istituzione richiedente. L'R028 viene utilizzato per cercare a) un accordo preventivo per il rimborso di potenziali spese/perdite OPPURE b) il rimborso di spese/perdite effettive conseguenti ad un'azione di recupero infondata. Nel caso di a) accordo preventivo su importi stimati, viene inviato un secondo R028 per confermare le spese/perdite effettive sostenute.

						R029 - Risposta a richiesta di rimborso delle spese		Articloli 85(2) o 85(3)  del Regolamento (EC) No 987/2009		L'R029 rettificato unisce l'R029 e l'R031. L'031 viene quindi eliminato.		L'R029 è inviato dall'istituzione richiedente per comunicare l'accettazione o il rigetto della responsabilità delle spese e delle perdite

						R004- Notifica di pagamento		Articoli 72,73,78,80 o 85  del Regolamento  (EC) No 987/2009				L'istituzione richiedente notifica all'istituzione richiesta ogni pagamento effettuato per rimborsare spese/perdite.
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Updates 14-02-2011

		

				Version 1.1 of the document contains the folowing updates compared to version 1.0 of the document, released on 08/11/2010:

		ü 		In the remarks column for R008, the reference to F A008 is corrected to reference to F A002, therefore the first phrase states: This flow should be preceded by a legislation applicable flow on notification of competence F A-002.

		ü 		In the remarks column for R010, the correct reference is made to F A002, therefore the first phrase states: This flow should be preceded by a legislation applicable flow on notification of competence F A-002.

		ü 		In the remarks column for R011, some additional clarifications are brought. Therefore, the initial phrase ("Requested institution sends R011 to say whether it has any provisionally paid contributions for off-set and  - if there any contributions -  provides detailed information about the amount and whether any part is to be repaid to the individual after the off-set) is replaced by the following: "Requested institution sends R011 to say whether it has any provisionally paid contributions for off-set and  - if there any contributions -  provides detailed information about the amount and - in case of higher amount than the requested one - whether any part is to be repaid to the individual or contributions payer after the off-set."

		ü 		In the remarks column for R 015, the syntagm "to the addressee only" is replaced, for clarity purposes, by the syntagm "to the addressee in person".

		ü 		In the remarks column for R036 it is added at the beginning of the phrase the following syntagm: "If the information received on R 018 is not sufficient, ".
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		SECTOR		BUSINESS FLOW
NUMBER + NAME		SEDs
NUMBER + NAME		ARTICLE 883/04		ARTICLE IN IMPLEMENTING
REGULATION		EQUIVALENT 
E-FORM		DESCRIPTION OF
BUSINESS FLOW
(meaning + purpose)		REMARKS
ON SEDs

		H		F-H001 Exchange of (additional) information		H001 - Request for information/additional information		76				E 001		This SED is used in the case an institution needs more information or communicates additional information concerning a change in the cicumstances of the person concerned which might influence the right to a benefit or the amount of the benefit. It is also used for communicating any useful information regarding the case or event. The SED can also be used as a reminder to exchange information that is not covered by sector SEDs.		The SED is used when more information is needed or communicated. It can also function as a reminder.				Exchange of (additional) information

		H		F-H001 Exchange of (additional) information		H002 - Reply to request for information		76				E 001		Reply to request for information which was sent with the H001.		The SED is used for sending a reply to H001.

		H		F- H 002 Determination of residence: Disagreement with a decision already taken on residence or Reply to a proposal from F-H003		H004 - Reply to proposal on State of Residence/ Disagreement with decision on State of Residence				11,  20				State A disagrees with a decision on State of Residence that has already been taken in another sector or reacts on a new proposal on State of Residence made by State B in flow F - H003.		May follow only when residence has already been determined or proposed (in flow F - H003 by SED H004 containg a new proposal, or in a sectoral flow).				Establishing residence

		H		F- H 003 Determination of residence: Notification of Residence or New Proposal of State of residence in situations of disagreement		H003 - Proposal/Notification of State of Residence				11,  20				State A with H003 either proposes State of Residence or notifies already determined State of Residence.		This is a new proposal of State of Residence or notification made by state A  with H003 which should be followed by reply given by state B with SED H004 in the case of a proposal.

		H		F - H003 Determination of residence: Reply to proposal on State of Residence with an additional proposal or Disagreement with notification or proposal on State of Residence		H004 - Reply to proposal on State of Residence/Disagreement with decision on State of Residence				11,  20				State B replies to H003 from State A with H004.		This is State B's reply to the proposal of State of Residence or notification made by state A  with H003.  State A  may further react to this H004 with another H004 (F-H002) by accepting, or rejectig and making a new proposal, or rejecting the proposal and starting a dialogue and conciliation procedure.

		H		F-H004 Exchange of information on Residence		H005 - Request for Information on Residence				11,  20				State A requests for information in order to be able to determine (or verify) residence with H005. At the same time State A gives information it has concerning residence. State B replies with H006.		This flow may be used especially when additional information is needed before using flows F-H002 or F-H003, but also in connection with sectoral flows where residence is of importance.

		H		F-H004 Exchange of information on Residence		H006 - Reply to Request for Information on Residence				11,  20				State B replies with H006 and either provides all data requested, or explains why data could not be forwarded.		This flow may be used especially to avoid disagreement or to find a solution after disagreement has already been communicated.

		H		F-H005 Reimbursement of Medical Checks		H020 - Claim for Reimbursement - Administrative Check/Medical Examination				87		E 125 or E 001		Creditor institution sends Claim for reimbursement for administrative check(s) or medical examination(s) to the debtor institution.		SED only to be sent after sending sectoral SEDs (request for reimbursement of administrative check or medical examination that has been performed). The sectorial SEDs concerns the actual examination.				Reimbursement of Administrative Check/Medical Examination

		H		F-H005 Reimbursement of Medical Checks		H021 -Reply to Claim for Reimbursement - Administrative Check/Medical Examination				87		E 125 or E 001		Debtor institution provides information to the creditor institution on the settlement on the claim for reimbursement of the administrative check or medical examination.		SED following SED H020. If more information is needed, then F-H001 may apply.

		H		F-H006 Claim for Death Grant		H030 - Claim for Death Grant		42.43		42		E 124		Institution other than competent institution  provides competent  (receiving) institution with necessary information, to enable acting upon a claim for a death grant.		This SED contains a specific set of data, which is needed by the receiving institution to act upon the claim  for a death grant.				Claim for Death Grant

		H		F-H007
Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit		H 040 - Claim for Pre-retirement Benefit		3 (1) (i),  66						Institution other than competent  institution provides competent  institution with necessary information, to enable acting upon a claim for a pre-retirement benefit.		This SED contains a specific set of data, which is needed by the receiving institution to act upon the claim  for a pre-retirement benefit.				Claim for Rre-retirement Benefit

		H		F-H003
 Person Identification		H064 Reply to request for Additional Information				2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		MSB replies to the request.		The Sed is used for answering on H063.

		H		F-H008
 Person Identification		H061 - Send Personal Identity Number				2 (2),
52 (1)		E501		Person moves from MSA to MSB and becomes subject to applicable legislation in MS B. MS B Institution sends Minimum ID Data Set to MSA Institution.		SED can include both MSA and MSB PINs.				Identification

		H		F-H008
 Person Identification		H062 - Confirm Personal Identity Number				2 (2),
52 (1)		E502		MSA replies with either confirming MSA PIN, correcting it, or informing that identification was not possible. If MSA is not the first Member State where a PIN is allocated, MSA reports this also on the SED.		If identification was successfull, the SED must contain MSA and MSB PINs + possibly PIN of the first MS where PIN is allocated.

		H		F-H008
 Person Identification		H063 - Request for Additional Information  on Identification				2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		MS A can ask for additional information needed for identification.		The SED is used when more info is needed about a PIN or as a reminder.

		H		F-H008
 Person Identification		H064 - Reply to request for Additional Information on Identification				2 (2),
52 (1)		E001		MSB replies to the request for information on identification.		The SED is used for answering on H063.

		H		F-H009 Transmission of claim/document information		H065 - Transmission of claim/document/information				2 (3) (4)				This SED has to be used
in case a person has mistakenly submitted claim/document/information  to an institution in the territory of a Member State other than that in which the institution designated in accordance with Regulation 987/2009 is situated.		SED is optional, only to be sent, if needed. Can be sent to liaison body of the Member State of destination too, if the designated institution is not known.
The SED contains a specific set of data, which is needed by the destination institution to act upon the transferred claim/document/information according to its competence,
Possibility to attach document/information and claim for various types of benefits.				Transmission of claim/document /information

		H		F - H009 Transmission of claim/document/information		H066 - Reply to transmission of claim/document/information				2 (3) (4)				Reply to the transmission of claim/document/information, which was sent with SED H065 .		SED only to be sent as an answer to SED H065. It is mandatory to answer.
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